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Suspension feeding in the cartilaginous fishes evolved approximately 66-22 million years 

ago and is manifest in four independently evolved lineages of fishes (Cetorhinidae, 

Megachasmidae, Rhincodontidae, and Mobulidae). The mechanisms of filtration used by fishes 

are reflective of the morphology and composition of the filtering tissues. I found the filter 

morphology and the mechanisms of filtration in the 11 species of devil rays are different from all 

other filtering fishes. I used a combination of gross anatomical descriptions, scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), histology, modeling, and live performance data to describe the anatomy and 

filtration mechanisms in the devil rays. The filter pads are offset, chevron-shaped, rigid, 

cartilaginous structures composed of repeating filter lobes located on the anterior (toward the 

incoming flow) and posterior (toward the esophagus) surfaces of the epibranchial and 

ceratobranchial arches. SEM and histology show that the ultrastructure of the leaf-like, ascending 

filter lobes varies between species; however, most are keratinous and can be either smooth or 

covered in cilia and some include the presence of denticles. The shape and surface of the 

terminal filtering lobes are distinct in each species and may be used as a tool for species 

identification. In some species, the stratified squamous epithelium contains a high density of 

mucus cells, likely serving as a mechanism for sticky sieve filtration while in others the mucus 

producing cells are absent.  Fluid flow in the devil rays is unusual; it does not follow a 

continuous, parallel trajectory through the buccopharyngeal cavity as in other suspension feeding 

fishes. Instead there is an abrupt 90° turn from the initial inflowing path to move through the 

laterally directed branchial filter pores, over the gill tissue, and out the ventrally located gill slits. 

The deviation from the incoming flow results in tangential shearing stress (cross-flow) across the 

filter surface. This implies that devil rays can use cross-flow filtration to clear the filter after 

particles are caught by inertial impaction, direct interception, and/or sieving mechanisms. 
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Introduction 

The four independent evolutions of filter feeding in cartilaginous (chondrichthyan) fishes 

presents an opportunity to explore the links between filtration performance and filter morphology 

both in a theoretical and an in vivo context. This group of megaplanktivores includes: 11 species 

of Myliobatiforms within the family Mobulidae which are: the mantas (Manta birostris and 

Manta alfredi) and the devil rays all within the genus Mobula; (M. hypostoma, M. munkiana, M. 

rochebrunei, M. eregoodootenekee, M. kuhlii, M. thurstoni, M. japonica, M. mobular, and M. 

tarapacana), one species of Orectolobiform (the whale shark, Rhincodon typus, in the family 

Rhincodontidae), and two species of Lamniform sharks from separate families (basking shark, 

Cetorhinus maximus in the family Cetorhinidae and megamouth shark, Megachasma pelagios, in 

the family Megachasmidae). Determining the morphological, mechanical, and performance 

differences between these fishes is key to understanding how biological filtration occurs in high 

flow environments. This dissertation addresses several important issues: 1) the use of physical 

models to test predictions about how filtration mechanisms are related to live performance data 

and morphology, 2) gross morphological descriptions of gill rakers/filter pads from each species 

and gill filter micro structure examinations using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and 3) 

histological preparations of the gill filter to determine whether the filtration modality is 

dependent upon elevated levels of mucus secretions often associated with sticky sieve filtration. 

The devil rays are the largest of all the rays, the largest of which is the manta ray (Manta 

birostris) which reaches a disc width of 6.7 m and a weight of up to 1360 kg (Bigelow and 

Schroeder 1953).  Like all filter feeding fishes they consume vast numbers of tiny (5-3000 

microns) prey by filtering immense quantities of water through their oropharyngeal cavity (Smith 

and Sanderson, 2007; Friedland et al., 2006; Cheer et al., 2001; Sanderson et al., 1994). Mobulas 
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can be found world-wide in tropical and subtropical areas; however, their individual distributions 

are not well characterized. Mantas occur worldwide in tropical and subtropical regions and 

occasionally migrate into temperate waters, although they are observed primarily in near-shore 

environments (Last and Stevens 1994). Mantas have also been observed at seamounts and are 

even encountered far from shore in the open sea (Bigelow and Schroeder 1953; Last and Stevens 

1994; Compagno 1999).  Some of the best information available on distribution patterns within 

the mantas´ broad geographic range comes from photo identification studies that have recorded 

the occurrence of individuals over time. It appears that local residence patterns are site 

dependent. In certain regions, the same individual mantas are observed repeatedly over long 

periods like in Hawaii and Bora Bora, whereas in others like New Zeland, Mexico (Baja 

California and Holbox), Africa, Ecuador and Southern Japan their occurrence is seasonal 

(Homma et al. 1997, Duffy and Abbot 2003, Dewar et al. 2008).  

The whale shark is perhaps one of the most studied sharks. It is the largest known fish 

reaching lengths between 12 to 20 m and occuring circumglobally in tropical and subtropical 

areas (Compagno, 2001). Whale sharks have often been found in large scale aggregations, 

usually when their preferred prey are found in abundance; these aggregations have been 

documented in: Belize (Heyman et al., 2001), Ningaloo Reef (Taylor, 1989, 1994, 1996), the Sea 

of Cortez (Eckert and Stewart, 2001; Nelson, 2004), KwaZulu-Natal (Beckley et al., 1997), 

Kenya, the Galapagos, Veraval in India (Vivekanandan and Zala, 1994) and Mexico (personal 

observation). Unlike the other three lineages of filter-feeding elasmobranchs, whale sharks 

employ both suction feeding (Compagno, 1984) and ram suspension feeding (Taylor, 2007) to 

capture their prey. The particular mechanism of feeding technique in useat any given time is 

likely the product of how abundant the aggregation of prey is (Nelson, 2004).   
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The basking shark is the second largest fish reaching total lengths of up to 12 m and 4 

tons (Sims, 2008).  Basking sharks inhabit boreal to warm temperate waters including: coastal 

areas from Newfoundland to Florida and from southern Brazil to Argentina (Compagno, 1984; 

Tomás and Gomes, 1989; Wood, 1957), Iceland, Norway and as far north as the Russian White 

Sea, the Mediterranean, from the western Cape province and South Africa (Compagno, 1984; 

Konstantinov and Nizovtsev,1980), in the Pacific Ocean from Japan, the Koreas, China, 

Australia, New Zealand, from the Gulf of Alaska to Baja California, and Peru and Chile 

(Compagno,1984). Unlike the other two filter feeding sharks, the basking shark is an obligate 

ram suspension feeder and primarily feeds upon calenoid copepod prey (Matthews and Parker, 

1950; Sims, 2008). Like whale sharks, basking sharks have been spotted in large aggregate 

feeding groups (up to 200 to 400 individuals) when their preferred prey is abundant (Doyle et al., 

2005). 

The mega mouth shark is one of the rarest species of shark with on approximately 50 

specimens ever discovered (Nakaya, 2010). The mega mouth (so named because of its enormous 

mouth compared to its body) grows to approximately 4 m and is predicted to feed via engulfment 

feeding (Nakaya, 2010) or suction feeding (Compagno, 1990); however a feeding event has not 

yet been observed. Their distribution is unknown although specimens have been collected off 

Hawaii (Taylor et al, 1983), Japan (Nakaya, 2010), California (Nelson et al., 1997), Australia 

(Berra & Hutchins 1990 & 1991) and Mexico (personal observation). 

 Working with these large fishes is a challenge and the following chapters represent work 

based in the lab and on museum specimens, but I have also made an effort to base my 

investigations on the natural history of the animals and their performance in the field. To this 

end, I collected from whale sharks and manta rays feeding in the Yucatán as a member of 
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Proyecto Manta de Caribbe. We shot video of whale sharks and manta rays feeding during 

seasonal upwelling events off Isla Holbox, Mexico, measured their cruising speeds while 

actively feeding in plankton blooms, and attached Pop-off Satellite Archival Tags to five manta 

rays (Andrea Marshall = 2, Misty Paig-Tran = 3) to determine their large scale movement 

patterns, temperature preferences, and depth preferences.  

Study area 

Isla Contoy is located between 21° 27´ and 21° 32´ latitude, and between 86° 46´and 86° 

47´ longitude.  It is located in the state of Quintana Roo and belongs to the town of Isla Mujeres. 

It represents the last part of the reef system of the Yucatán Peninsula and is one of the Caribbean 

islands that preserves an intact ecosystem. The island is a refuge for marine birds and for aquatic 

endangered species. It is influenced by the Yucatán current and is associated with seasonal 

upwellings. The only humans allowed on the island are the field station managers and scientific 

workers.  

Isla Holbox is in the Yum Balam marine protected area It is located between 21° 43´and 

21° 14´ latitude, and between 87° 32´and 87° 07´ longitude. It is also in the state of Quintana 

Roo and belongs to the town of Lázaro Cardenas. The area has a lot of endemic, rare and 

endangered species such as the Mexican crocodile, manatees, dolphins, turtles, whale sharks and 

seabirds. Holbox is also affected by the Yucatán current. In contrast to Isla Contoy there is no 

management plan in place. 

Telemetry 

At the end of the manta season (Sep), two manta rays were tagged by Andrea Marshall 

and Silvia Hinojosa (2010) and three mantas were tagged by myself, Nick Wegner, and Silvia 
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Hinojosa (2011) using Pop-up Archival Tags (PAT), model MK10 (Wildlife Computers, WA 

and Microwave Telemetry, MD). These tags allowed us to record measurements of physical 

parameters manta rays were exposed to over a six month deployment including: temperature, 

salinity, depth, and light based geolocation. The tags were secured to the mantas using large 

titanium darts that were attached to the tag using monofilament line and stainless steel crimps. 

The darts were inserted in the pectoral fin musculature using a modified spear gun. Once the 

mantas were tagged, their behavior, estimated size and other measurements were noted. The PAT 

tag remained attached to the manta rays for a duration of three to six months at the end of which, 

the tag was programmed to detach from the animal and float to the surface. Once at the surface, 

the tag uploaded its location to an orbiting Argos satellite. All tags successfully transmitted data 

but no tags were recovered following pop off.  

Initial findings 

We found that manta rays and whale sharks are ram filter-feeders (although whale sharks 

also employ suction feeding when swimming in lower density plankton patches). This means the 

animals swim through a plankton bloom with their mouth open, continuously filtering food 

particles as they go. Ram filtering is different from suction feeding where an animal will initially 

target its prey and then creates a negative pressure within the buccal cavity prior to opening its 

mouth. This creates a suction force directed into the mouth upon opening. Speed data indicated 

that manta rays and whale sharks swim through plankton patches at different speeds: 0.68 m/s 

average in manta rays and 1.1 m/s average in whale sharks.   

Our manta ray tagging data showed that mantas spend the majority of their time at the ocean 

surface (usually in the top 20 meters) within a narrow temperature range (between 24-30°C) 

(Figure 1.1). They migrate in toward Isla Holbox and Isla Contoy during the summer months 
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(May-September) to take advantage of the productivity pulse observed during the seasonal 

upwelling events (CONANP, 2008).   During the fall, manta rays move farther off shore into the 

Gulf of Mexico. Unpublished stable isotope data (δ
15

N and δ
13

C as well as fatty acids) and 

plankton towing data from Hinojosa et al. showed that although manta rays and whale sharks 

feed within the same planktonic patches, they are targeting very different prey: whale sharks 

target tunny eggs while manta rays primarily target zooea larvae and sergestids. This revelation 

inspired a central question: Is there a link between filter morphology and filtration performance 

in the cartilaginous fishes and if so, can we predict prey preferences and/or movement patterns 

based on their morphology? 
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Figure 1.1 Representative temperature/depth profiles for manta rays. Temperature and depth 

profiles are shown for a manta tagged in 2010 during a four month deployment. The animal 

spends the majority of time in surface water less than 20 m deep and within a narrow 

temperature range (24-30°C).   
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Chapter 2: Bottles as models: Predicting the effects of swimming speed and morphology on size 

selectivity and filtering efficiency in fishes 

Chapter 2 was published in the Journal of Experimental Biology in 2011 

 

Abstract 

We created physical models based on the morphology of ram suspension feeding fishes 

to better understand the role morphology and swimming speed play on particle retention, size 

selectivity, and filtration efficiency during feeding events. We varied the buccal length, flow 

speed and architecture of the gills slits; including the number, size, orientation and pore 

size/permeability of our model.  Models were placed in a re–circulating flow tank with slightly 

negatively–buoyant, plankton–like particles (~20–2000 µm) collected at the simulated esophagus 

and gill rakers to locate the highest density of particle accumulation. Particles were captured 

through sieve filtration, direct interception, and inertial impaction.  Changing the number of gill 

slits resulted in a change in the filtration mechanism of particles from a bimodal filter, with very 

small (>50 microns) and very large (>1000 microns) particles collected, to a filter that captured 

medium sized particles (100–1000 microns) collected.  The number of particles collected on the 

gill rakers increased with flow speed increased and skewed the size distribution towards smaller 

particles (50–500 µm).  Small pore sizes (105 and 200 µm mesh size) had the highest filtration 

efficiencies, presumably because sieve filtration played a significant role. We used our model to 

make predictions about the filtering capacity and efficiency of neonatal whale sharks. These 

results suggest that the filtration mechanics of suspension feeding are closely linked to an 

animal’s swimming speed and the structural design of the buccal cavity and gill slits. 

 

 

Key Words: Physical models, ram filter–feeding, Rhincodon typus, filtration efficiency, feeding 

selectivity 
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Introduction 

Filter–feeding elasmobranchs are a highly migratory and large–bodied group of fishes; 

these combined factors make it difficult to investigate their prey capture mechanisms in a 

laboratory setting or in situ. This type of information is important, however, because the size and 

type of prey that are filtered are often a determinant of distribution in these poorly known fishes 

(Sims and Quayle, 1998; Sims, 1999). Furthermore, prey capture and food preference in pelagic 

elasmobranchs represent foundational data for models that predict migratory patterns, and are 

used to assess and maintain well–managed fisheries stocks, especially in areas where they are 

harvested heavily with little regulation (Coleman, 1997; Dewar, 2002; Stevens, 2007; Dewar et 

al., 2008). 

Filter–feeding fishes consume vast numbers of tiny (5–3000 µm) prey by passing 

immense quantities of water through their oropharyngeal cavity (Sanderson et al., 1994; Cheer et 

al., 2001; Friedland et al., 2006; Smith and Sanderson, 2007). The mechanics of cartilaginous 

filtration are likely similar to that of smaller ram filtering fishes — swimming forward with an 

open mouth, ingesting food particles, and expelling water out the gill openings.  Food particles 

may be trapped on gill rakers and transported to the esophagus. Alternatively, food particles 

might be entrained and concentrated without ever contacting the gill rakers. Using invertebrate 

filter–feeders as a model system, Rubenstein and Koehl (1977) and later LaBarbera (1984) and 

Shimeta and Jumars (1991) described five basic mechanisms by which particles ranging in size 

from 10
–7

 to 10
–1

 cm can be passively intercepted by a fibrous biological filter. These are: 1) 

sieving, 2) direct interception, 3) inertial impaction, 4) gravitational deposition, and 5) diffusion 

deposition.    

In sieve filtration, particles that are larger than the pore size of the filter cannot pass 

through the mesh and are retained, whereas particles smaller than the pore size pass through (Fig 

2.1A) (LaBarbera, 1984).  In industrial dead end sieving, the filtering medium is positioned to 

lay perpendicular to the fluid streamlines causing particle deposition to occur either along the 

filter’s surface or as the fluid moves through the filtering element  (Sibanda et al., 2001). It had 

been assumed that filtering fishes sieve their planktonic prey, but this notion was refuted by gut 

content studies showing prey sizes smaller than the distance between gill rakers (Langeland and 

Nøst, 1995). In the remaining mechanisms of filtration, particles smaller than the filter’s pore 
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size are captured by direct contact with the filtering element (LaBarbera, 1984; Shimeta and 

Jumars, 1991).  Direct interception is the most common form of particle capture among marine 

invertebrate filter–feeders (Rubenstein and Koehl, 1977). This occurs when a neutrally–buoyant 

particle following a streamline comes within one particle radius of a filtering fiber, where it 

adheres to mucus or some other adhesive surface. Conversely, in inertial impaction, a sharp turn 

in the fluid streamline causes a negatively–buoyant particle to leave the streamline and impact a 

filtering surface (Rubenstein and Koehl, 1977). Gravitational deposition is similar to inertial 

impaction except that particles are not separated from the fluid by a sharp acceleration of the 

streamline, but rather by a constant gravitational force (Rubenstein and Koehl, 1977: LaBarbera, 

1984; Shimeta and Jumars, 1991). Finally, in diffusion deposition, very small particles deviate 

from the streamlines because of random Brownian motion (Rubenstein and Koehl, 1977; 

LaBarbera, 1984; Shimeta and Jumars, 1991).  This method captures particles smaller than those 

that are important for ram filter–feeding organisms.  

Fishes filter–feed at higher Reynolds numbers than invertebrates, and two additional 

methods should be considered: cross–flow filtration and vortex filtration. Industrial cross–flow 

filtration takes advantage of the shear generated by fluid flow parallel to the surface of a filter to 

clear the filter mesh of trapped particles and concentrate them at the end of the filter chamber 

(Bott et al., 2000; Sibanda et al., 2001). This has been hypothesized to work in some filter–

feeding fishes, when ingested food particles do not contact the gill rakers; instead, they travel 

parallel to the surface, eventually concentrating near the esophageal opening (Fig. 2.1B) 

(Brainerd, 2001; Sanderson et al., 2001, Callan and Sanderson, 2003). The final method of 

filtration that should be considered is vortex or hydrocyclone filtration (Fig. 2.1C). In this case, 

water and food particles would enter through the mouth and enter into a bilaterally symmetrical 

vortex near the internal gill openings. Water would then exit out the gill slits and food particles 

would be collected near the esophagus, or re–suspended inside the buccal cavity, increasing the 

chances of collision with sticky surfaces near the esophageal opening.  The mechanics behind 

this are best appreciated by an analogy to a common household vacuum.  Some bagless models 

use vortex filtration where dirt laden air is entrained in a vortical flow inside a cylindrical or 

conical chamber.  The rotation of the fluid establishes a radial pressure gradient exactly 

sufficient to maintain a circular trajectory for a neutrally–buoyant particle. However, this 

pressure gradient is insufficient to maintain a circular trajectory for negatively–buoyant particles, 
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which subsequently accumulate near the periphery (Trakumas et al., 2001). The densest and 

largest particles will be expelled early in the cyclone whereas the smaller and less dense particles 

will only be expelled with a narrowing vortex.  The clean air then passes back through the center 

of the vortex and exits out the top of the cylinder.         

We faced an interesting challenge — a range of possible filtration types with associated 

differences in prey capture mechanisms and efficiencies and a set of fishes that is both 

morphologically diverse and experimentally intractable. We suggest that simple physical models 

are the best routes to investigate an initial set of predictions about filtration efficiency and prey 

size selectivity. We therefore tested a model of the open mouth of a ram filtering “fish” that 

samples particles both from an “esophagus” and from a set of “gill slits” equipped with “gill 

rakers”. We expected this model to give us qualitative insight into the effect that varying 

morphological (e.g. gill slit number, size, angle, and buccal length) and physiological (e.g. flow 

velocity) parameters had on efficiency and selectivity. 

Our goals in this study were to: 1) show that a simplistic physical model loosely based on 

a filter–feeding elasmobranch allowed us to measure trends in size selectivity and efficiency of 

particle capture; 2) determine the effect of changing swimming speed on the size distribution of 

captured particles; 3) determine the effect of varying morphology, including gill slit number, gill 

slit orientation, gill permeability, and buccal depth on the size distribution of captured particles; 

4) test the relative importance of the gill rakers and the esophagus in particle capture and 5) use 

measurements and inferred swimming speeds from neonatal whale sharks to predict their ability 

to filter different sized prey items from the water column.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Anatomy of the Filtration System 

 Four neonatal whale sharks, Rhincodon typus, were obtained from the Marine Vertebrate 

Collection at Scripps Institute of Oceanography.  We measured each shark’s total length (TL), 

fork length (FL), gill width when the gill opening was fully stretched (GW), gill height (GH), 

distance from the opening of one gill slit to the next (DB), mouth height (MH), mouth width 

(MW), and total distance from the leading edge of the mouth to the esophageal sphincter, or 
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orophanyngeal distance (OD). We also measured the distance between the gill rakers which we 

refer to as pore size.  Gill width, gill height and distance between gills were expressed in order 

from gill one (closest to the mouth) to gill five. The four neonatal whale sharks ranged in size 

from 533–591 mm TL and 439–468 mm FL (Table 2.1).  It is important to note that the 

simplistic model is only loosely based on the anatomy of the neonatal whale sharks. The model’s 

purpose is to understand how differing fish morphologies affect filtration efficiency and size 

selectivity. To accurately predict the prey of neonatal whale sharks, we would suggest using a 

model that more closely resembles this fish, e.g. a 3D rapid prototyped model based on 

computed tomography scans.    

 

Predicting Swimming Speed 

 To determine the average swimming speed of neonatal whale sharks, we compared log–

transformed length data from measured whale sharks (TL or FL) to log–transformed average 

swimming speeds of both sharks and bony fishes compiled from published literature (see 

supplemental section). The relationship between fish length and swimming speed was analyzed 

using a linear regression (SPSS Statistics 16). It is important to note that adult filter–feeding 

sharks appear to swim at slower speeds (body lengths/second << 0.1) compared to other sharks 

and bony fishes. However, since swimming speeds have never been measured on neonatal whale 

sharks, we based our predictions on the relationship between an organism’s size and known 

swimming speeds, not on those of adult filtering sharks.  

 

Filtration Models 

 To estimate the effects on filtration efficiency from individual parameters, we constructed 

models of a ram suspension feeding fish roughly based on morphological measurements of 

neonatal whale sharks (photos of ram feeding adult whale sharks available in the supplemental 

section).  Our simple cylindrical models were created from 1 L soda bottles with the bottom cut 

off so that the mouth of our model had an 8.5 cm diameter. A cylindrical model was selected 

over a conical model based on both our observations of filter–feeding adult whale sharks in the 

Yucatan and following observations of ram filter–feeding bony fishes by Sanderson (Cheer et al.; 
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2001) who noted that gill arch abduction during ram feeding resulted in the oral cavity of the fish 

becoming more cylindrical in appearance. The length of the bottles was 23.0 cm including the 

neck of the bottle and 19.5 cm without the neck.  We plugged the neck of the bottle with a rubber 

stopper to simulate a closed esophageal sphincter.  A 4 mm diameter tube was inserted through 

the stopper so the leading edge was exposed to the posterior buccal cavity. The end of the tubing 

outside of the bottle was connected to a peristaltic pump to simulate particle ingestion through 

the tubing at a constant rate of 8.2 mL/min. Gill openings were cut with polyethylene mesh of 

various sizes to simulate different gill resistivities.  

For the experiments we started with a standard model that was similar to the morphology 

measured for neonatal whale sharks with a few adjustments: four gill openings (which is 

intermediate between bony fishes (with a singular opercular opening and five gill slits with four 

gill arches on each side of the pharynx) (Harder,1975) and the elasmobranches (with 5–7 gill 

slits and typically 5 gill arches on each side of the pharynx) (Butler, 1999), 90º gill orientation to 

the midline of the bottle (Cheer et al., 2001), gill width = 0.5 cm, gill height = 4.5 cm, buccal 

cavity (mouth to final gill opening) =19.5 cm or 23 cm from mouth to esophagus, 1000 µm mesh 

net covering the gill openings (measured in neonatal whale sharks), and flow speed = 45 cm/s. 

We then systematically manipulated the gill number (1,2,3 and 5 gill openings) as there is some 

evidence that elasmobranch parabranchial chambers receive varying amounts of water flow and 

have differing levels of oxygen extraction (Piiper and Schumann, 1967; Ballintijn, 1972; 

Summers and Ferry–Graham, 2001) gill orientation (0º and 55º orientation to the midline similar 

to Cheer et al., 2001), and permeability (no mesh, 105, 200, and 2000 µm to represent differing 

pore sizes of fishes. The 105 µm and 200 µm mesh sizes were similar to the width between 

rakers measured in smaller teleosts [e.g. herring (Gibson, 1988) Singidia tilapia, (Goodrich et al., 

2000) Japanese anchovy, Pacific round herring, and Japanese jack mackerel (Tankaka et al., 

2006)] and the larger mesh size (1000 µm) was similar to those measured from neonatal whale 

sharks (Motta, 2010). Gill size was increased to 1.5 cm width, representing the enlarged gill slits 

of the basking shark, buccal length was decreased to test for differences in ontogeny (decreased 

to 15 cm total, 12 cm buccal), and flow speed was increased (fish swim speed) for each gill 

number variation (increased to 60 cm/s).  
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Adjusting each feeding parameter separately allowed us to test our initial hypotheses 

about how differing morphologies affect filtering performance. In all treatments, we would 

expect that the majority of particles collected would be larger than the mesh size if direct 

interception is the primary mechanism of filtration and a mixture of particle sizes if other 

mechanisms of filtration are occurring. We would predict that if cross flow filtration is occurring, 

the majority of particles would be trapped close to or inside the esophagus. We hypothesized that 

increasing the swimming speed should increase the filtration efficiency since more particles will 

come into contact with the filtering elements if some form of direct interception or inertial 

impaction is occurring. Similarly the filtration efficiency should also increase with smaller mesh 

sizes.  We predicted that the slanted gill orientation would affect the flow through the buccal 

cavity and may alter the mechanism of filtration similar by creating a vortex near the third or 

fourth gill slit. We predicted that reducing the buccal length would result in higher flow through 

the buccal cavity, creating additional turbulence near the gill slits. This additional turbulence 

may result in suspending the particles for longer periods of time, reducing the number of 

particles that come into contact with the filtering medium hence reducing the filtering efficiency. 

Finally, we predicted that increasing the gill slit size would increase the surface area for filtration 

resulting in increased filtration efficiency.    

The models were based on the morphology of the neonatal whale sharks with a few key 

exceptions.  The gill widths were measured by adjusting the gill flaps so that they were fully 

open during measurements. However, in all but one trial, we adjusted our bottle’s parameters so 

that only a portion of the flap would be open during feeding since it is unlikely that these gill 

coverings are fully stretched during a feeding event. Mouth height and width remained fixed in 

all models. It is also important to note that filter–feeding sharks have a variety of mouth shapes 

and heights. We chose a cylindrical version to model, but adjustments to the mouth morphology 

may lead to differences in size selectivity and filtration efficiency.  

 

Filtration Experiments 

 Experiments were carried out in an 80 cm x 28cm x 28cm re–circulating fresh water 

flow tank, 42 cm x 28 cm x 28 cm working area, 260 L total volume.  The model was secured in 

the center of the tank using fishing line which was anchored above the tank.  To mimic plankton, 
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we milled 20 mm poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) cylinders to produce slightly negatively–

buoyant, irregularly–shaped particles (density 1.14 g/cm
3
) ranging in size from 20–2000 µm. 

Density for marine copepods have been estimated at 1.027 to 1.047 g/cm
3 

(Knutsen et al., 2001). 

The size classes chosen were based on the series of meshes used during the experiments (e.g. 100 

µm, 200 µm, 1000 µm, 2000 µm). These size classes also coordinate with those typically seen in 

plankton assemblages (e.g. >1000 µm are the largest zooplankton, 500–1000 µm = large 

zooplankton and ichthyoplankton, 100–500 µm = microcrustaceans, 50–100 µm = net 

phytoplankton and small zooplankton, and 10–50 µm = nanoplankton) (Moloney and Field, 

1991). The use of non–spherical particles does cause some complications in understanding how 

the particles react within the flow (e.g. their orientation), however we believe that using particles 

similar to those collected during an actual feeding event gives us a better understanding of how 

plankton would be captured along the gill rakers or at the esophagus. Sixty grams of particles 

were added to the flow tank and allowed to circulate for one hour prior to experimentation to 

approximate equal distributions throughout the tank.  The initial seeding density was collected 

and measured so that we could compare the particle size distributions in individual experiments 

to the total size distribution within the tank.  The tank was only seeded a single time during these 

experiments since the particles collected during all 64 experiments were less than 3% of the total 

particles within the flume. 

The model was oriented with the gape facing into the flow, mimicking the conditions 

experienced by a ram filtering fish during a feeding event (Fig. 2.2).  Particles moved through 

the buccal cavity and were collected either on the “gill rakers” or inside the “esophagus.” 

Esophageal particles were pumped through the tube and were captured in an external flask. The 

bottles remained in the flow for a total of three minutes, a period chosen because there was very 

little clogging of any mesh size during this brief exposure. During elasmobranch feeding events, 

raker clogging is likely prevented by periodic swallowing of the collected plankton. At the end of 

the experimental run, the leading edge of the bottle was covered and particles that remained on 

the mesh and those contained in the external flask were collected.  Each experiment was 

replicated four times for a total of 64 experiments.        

 

Permeability Measurements   
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Permeability measurements of the entire gill structures were performed on intact neonatal 

whale sharks.  Each shark was placed in a 153 L ice chest filled with distilled water.  Water was 

pumped out from the ice chest at a constant flow rate of 114 mL/sec, with a Flojet Model 2100–

953–115 pump into a 4.41 L cylindrical (441 cm
3
) tank which functioned as a manometer.  

Water flowed gravimetrically from the cylindrical tank into the neonatal shark’s buccal cavity 

using 1.4 cm diameter plastic tubing. The tubing was inserted into a mask that sealed within the 

shark's mouth (the mask was constructed from closed–cell polyurethane foam for larger 

individuals and molded silginate for small individuals) so that the resistance of the gill openings 

could be estimated by the change in water column height (pressure) in the cylindrical tank.  We 

calculated the resistance of a neonatal whale shark’s buccal cavity using the equation: 

, 

where R = the resistance through the gill structure, ΔP = the change in pressure estimated by 

measuring the change in water height of the manometer when the shark was attached to the 

tubing, and Q = the flow rate. These measurements helped us to determine whether the entire gill 

structure (including the gill filaments which were ignored during these trials) had a high level of 

resistance to flow.  The change in pressure (ΔP) is: 

ΔP = ρgh, 

where ρ = density of water, g = gravity, and h = the average change in height of the manometer. 

This equation allowed us to estimate the permeability of the gill structures in preserved neonatal 

whale sharks (n = 3, as one shark could not be measured) within an order of magnitude. We 

compared the whale shark’s permeability measurements to those measured from neonatal 

specimens of three additional filter–feeding elasmobranchs, Mobula munkiana (n=2) and Mobula 

japonica (n=1) 

 Reynold’s flow (Re), the ratio of inertial to viscous forces, is an important component 

when attempting to quantify the effect of a filtering element on the flow around it (Shimeta and 

Jumars, 1991). Reynolds conditions at the level of the gill slits were calculated using the 

standard equation: 
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, 

where Q = flow at the level of the gill slits, L = permeability of the mesh rakers, ν = the 

kinematic viscosity, and A = the total area of gill openings.      

 

Data Analysis 

 We assessed the initial distributions particle sizes by homogenizing the milled (seeding) 

particles, collecting a large sub sample (n=10,395 particles), and determining its size distribution. 

Following trials, we also sub sampled from the particles collected on the gill rakers.  All 

esophageal particles were measured because of the relatively small number collected there. We 

recognize that errors in plankton sub sampling are common (van Guelpen et al., 1982); however 

these errors are reduced by increasing sampling size. Our seeding sub sampling is based on over 

10,000 particles for a total of 6 separate sub sampling events.  Experimental trial data were based 

off of five separate sub sampling events from each replication (or 20 sub sampling events). Trial 

run order was chosen haphazardly except that some 45cm/s trials were run prior to 60cm/s trials 

and some were run after. The initial 45 cm/s trials for all replicates were as follows: 1 gill trials, 

55° orientations, 3 gill orientations, 2 gill orientations, 5 gill orientations, no meshes, and 2000 

µm meshes. Next we ran all 60cm/s trials in the following order: 5 gills, 1 gill trails, 3 gills, 4 

gills, 2 gills. And finally we ran the final 45 cm/s trials: 4 gills, 105 µm, small buccals, 200 µms, 

and increase gills.    

 To ensure that particle distributions within the flume remained similar over time (e.g. to 

ensure that larger particles did not settle out of the water column), we performed a separate 

sampling experiment. Once again we milled 60 g of particles, sub sampled from the initial 

seeding density, allowed the particles to circulate within the running flume at 45 cm/s for 1 hour 

prior to sub sampling, and then sub sampled particles for one minute at 30 min intervals for a 

total time period of 240 min (times: 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240 min) using a 105µm 

net. Following the same sampling techniques as the experiments, we compared the sub samples 

the initial seeding density distributions. We compared the distributions first excluding particles < 

100 µm and again excluding < 50 µm to reduce errors from sampling with a net that is larger 

than two of our particle size categories and because we are primarily interested in understanding 
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how the distributions of the larger zooplankton change, not the distributions of nanoplankton and 

phytoplankton which is not the food sources being targeted. The differing size classes of 

plankton are referred to as followed: 1–50 = very small, 51–100 = small, 101–500 = 

intermediate, 501–1000 µm = large, >1000 µm = very large. We performed a weighted linear 

regression of the combined percentage of intermediate, large, and very larges collected during 

sub sampling events over 240 min.  

All sub samples were collected, mounted on slides so that the particles didn’t touch, and 

analyzed for size distribution using a Zeiss steREO Discovery V20 microscope (Carl Zeiss 

Imaging Gmbh, Germany).  Particles were viewed in the microscope imaging program Axio 

Vision and photographed using a Zeiss Axiocam HRC camera.  Photos were then uploaded onto 

NIH Image J software (version 1.4, http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) for analysis. We measured the total 

area and the mean Feret’s diameter for each particle in the sub samples (n = 10, 395) of the 

seeding particles and the experimental trial subsamples. Although creating a continuous scale for 

these particles would give us a more in depth visualization of their actual size distribution, we 

determined that binning particles into size classes was an easier way to visualize trends in 

particle capture and to discuss these sizes based on actual plankton size classes. The color 

scheme for sizes classes will remain constant throughout all histogram figures (Figs. 4–8).   

 Filtering efficiency was determined by weighing air–dried particles for each replication 

of the trials. We expressed data as average efficiencies for all four trials. The weights of the 

collected particles were small compared to the seeding density, so we expressed efficiency 

values as an amount per thousandth (‰) rather than as a percentage. Filtration efficiency (E), or 

the percentage of weight–specific particle capture per three min trials, was calculated by using 

the equation: 

, 

where WP = the weight of the particles either at the esophagus or at the gill rakers and WS = 

calculated total weight of the seeded particles within the flume that are predicted to flow through 

the model’s aperture. This allowed us to get a snapshot of the amount of particles (by weight) 

being filtered within a relatively short amount of time. Since we had such a small amount of 
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particles collected per trial, we will express the filtering efficiencies as total efficiency over the 

full 12 minutes. Note that filtration efficiency is used as a proxy for determining the amount of 

particles (by weight) collected along the gill rakers over 12 min compared to the amount of 

particles available in the flume. Our filtration efficiency calculation is similar to methods of 

industrial filtration efficiency, which is expressed as [(1–(the number of particles concentrated 

downstream/upstream concentration)) x 100]. This is vastly different from filtering efficiencies 

expressed in live fishes (Drenner and Mummert, 1984; Garrido et al., 2007).   

We predicted that changing the morphology (i.e., gill number, raker permeability, buccal 

length, gill-slit orientation, and gill size) and/or the swimming speed of the model would affect 

the size distribution of particles collected along the gill rakers; therefore we hypothesized that 

particle distributions collected during the experiments would not be the same as the seeding 

distribution.  To test this hypothesis, four replicates of each version of the physical model were 

compared to six replicates of the initial seeding distribution among the five particle size 

categories. The various physical models were then compared to the basic model (4 gill slits, 45 

sec/cm flow) in the same manner to further evaluate the effects of model alterations. 

Poisson regression was used to determine if particle distributions differed significantly 

between the seeding distribution and the various physical models, and between the basic physical 

model and the other model variants. The generalized linear model (GLM) used in comparisons 

was of the basic form: log(#particles) = source*size category, and was analyzed using Analysis 

of Deviance (ANODEV; Skalski, 1996). The process of analyzing GLMs with ANODEV is 

analogous to analyzing linear models with ANOVA, but more appropriate for the replicated 

contingency table design used in this study. The scale parameter (MDEVError/DFError) of the 

interaction term was calculated from ANODEV results to determine the amount of dispersion.  

For overdispersed data (scale parameter > 1), F-statistics were calculated; whereas X
2
 statistic 

were considered to be more appropriate when data were underdispersed (scale parameter < 1). 

 

Results 

Swimming speed 
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Swimming speed decreased significantly with length based on the available teleosts and 

elasmobranch data (r
2
 = 0.59, p < 0.001) (Fig. 2.3).  This relationship was best represented by the 

following equation: Swimming Speed (bl/sec) = 18.30x
–0.78

. Based on these results, we predict 

that a neonatal whale shark of approximately 50–60 cm TL swims at approximately 1 body 

length per second, or 45–56 cm/s.  

 

Flume seeding 

 We found that intermediate, large and very large–sized particles remained suspended in 

the water column throughout the full 240 min trials; therefore particle settling was not a factor (r
2
 

= 0.01, p = 0.79) (see supplemental material). Our initial seeding distribution of particle sizes in 

the re–circulating flume was primarily composed of intermediate sized particles between 101–

500 µm in diameter (Fig. 2.4A).  Seeding distributions are represented as a percentage of the 

total particles ±SD that were sub sampled (n = 10,395) from the 60 g of seeding particles.   

 

Standard model  

 Our standard model collected particles in the intermediate to large size ranges (between 

100–1000 µm) at the esophagus and large size particles (501–1000 µm) at the gill rakers (Fig. 

2.4B and 2.4C respectively). Reynold’s number at the level of the filtering elements was 

calculated to be Re = 1.4 x 10
5
.  Compared to our seeding density, there was a three–fold 

increase in large particles sizes (501–1000 µm) collected at the esophagus (Fig. 2.4D) and a two–

fold increase in large particles at the gill rakers (Fig. 2.4E) even though there were almost twice 

as many 101–500 µm particles seeded in the tank. Comparisons of the seeding distribution 

treatment to the standard model at all five seeding categories showed that the distribution of 

particles collected at the gill rakers were statistically different increase in the large and very large 

particles from the initial seeding morphology (F(4,40) = 4.71, p < 0.001). This was characterized 

by a two–fold increase in very large (>1000 µm) particles collected along the rakers. The 

filtration efficiency for esophageal particles was very low (Total particles collected n=135, 

E=0.006‰) and much higher at the rakers (E =0.56‰). Since there was very little filtration 

occurring in the esophagus, we will focus on the particle capture at the gill rakers. Therefore, we 
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conclude that our model is not evenly collecting particles from the tank, instead, there is 

selective filtering.     

 

Gill Number 

 The majority of particles collected in the esophagus for all permutations of the model 

were in the intermediate size ranges, as in the control model. Few particles were “swallowed” at 

the esophagus in any of the five treatments (n= 19–226 total particles over four replicates) and 

the average total efficiencies over all five variations was extremely low (E < 0.01‰ total). We 

did observe a very slow moving esophageal vortex during the trials that increased in speed as we 

increased the number of gill openings. Additionally, with four and five gill opening 

permutations, we noticed an increase in the number of particles collected in the esophagus (n > 

100) compared to 1, 2, and 3 gill slit treatments. When we increased the experimental number of 

gill openings to four or five, there was turbulence near the esophageal opening; however, we 

could not determine whether it was a single vortex or a pair of vortices.  This turbulence was 

rather slow–moving during one and two gill permutations and appeared to increase in speed in 

higher slit permutations.  

Examination of the particles collected at the gill rakers showed a shift in particle 

distribution from the initial seeding distribution (Fig. 2.5). Reynolds numbers for 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5 

gill slits were: 5.6 x 10
5
; 2.8 x 10

5
; 1.9 x 10

5
; 1.4 x 10

5
; and 1.1 x 10

5
, respectively. In the one 

gill slit model, the particles collected on the rakers were mostly small (50–100 µm) or large to 

very large (50–100 µm) and the distribution was statistically different from the seeding 

distribution (F(4,40) = 8.16, p = 0.003). As we increased the number of gill openings, the size 

distribution of particles collected shifted to large to very large particles (>500 µm) and all 

permutations except 3 gills were significantly different from the seeding distribution (2 gills 

F(4,40) = 3.67, p  = 0.01; 3 gills F(4,40) = 2.40, p = 0.07; 4 gills  F(4,40) = 4.71, p = 0.003; and 5 gills 

F(4,40) = 10.63, p < 0.001).).  The physical model transitioned from behaving as a bimodal type 

filter that collects particles in two narrow size ranges to an intermediate type filtration system 

that collects particles in a much broader size range. Although our method precluded a 

quantitative examination of the filtering performed at each opening, certain trends in particle 

deposition were evident. During the two–gill–opening trials, more particles were caught in the 
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first gill opening (the opening closest to the mouth of the model) than on the second opening, 

whereas in the three–gill trials, particles were captured primarily at the third gill opening.  

Particles appeared evenly distributed across all slits in the four and five–gill opening trials. 

Throughout all trials we collected fewer very small (< 50 µm) and intermediate sized 

particles (101–500 µm) compared to the seeding distribution; however, each trial also collected 

more large and very large sized particles (501to >1000 µm) than expected. Filtration efficiency 

decreased during the first three trials and then increased during the four and five gill trials. The 

total efficiencies from each trial were as follows: 1 Gill (0.34‰), 2 Gills (0.25‰), 3 Gills 

(0.11‰), 4 Gills (0.56‰) and 5 Gills (0.52‰).   

Comparisons of the standard model to the 1,2,3, and 5 gill slit trials showed that the 

distributions from all but the 2 gill permutation were significantly different from the standard 

model (1 gill F(4,30) = 6.71, p = 0.001; 2 gills F(4,30) = 1.65, p =0.19; 3 gills F(4,30) = 7.02, p = 

0.004; 5 gills df = 4, χ
2
 = 46.28, p < 0.001). The distributions of small and intermediate particles 

were similar to the standard model except there was a 20% increase in intermediate particles in 

the 2 gill morphology. The proportion of large particles was approximately 11% less than the 

standard model in the 2 and 3 gill slit trials.  

 

Change in Speed 

 The total number of particles collected at the esophagus and at the gill rakers were more 

numerous at faster (60 cm/s) flow speeds.  There was a more even distribution of particle sizes 

both at the esophagus and at the gill rakers (Fig. 2.6) compared to the standard model. Reynolds 

conditions at 60 cm/s were as follows for 1,2,3,4, and 5 gill rakers, respectively: 7.4 x 10
5
; 3.7 x 

10
5
; 2.5 x 10

5
; 1.9 x 10

5
; and 1.5 x 10

5
, respectively. During these trials, increasing the number 

of gill openings to five slits resulted in smaller particles collected on the rakers than with fewer 

openings and in all but the five gill trials, had significantly different distributions from the 

seeding density (1 gill, df = 4, χ
2
 = 6.60, p <  0.001; 2 gills, df = 4, χ

2
 = 5.74, p < 0.001; 3 gills, 

F(4,40) = 8.99, p < 0.001; 4 gills, F(4,40) = 5.71, p < 0.001, 5 gills, F(4,40) = 1.97, p = 0.88). Fewer 

gill openings collected particles primarily in the intermediate to large range (101–1000 µm). We 

noticed the same basic trends that occurred in the 45 cm/s runs (e.g., 1 gill picked up a lot of 
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particles within 10 to 20 s) and once again the speed of the esophageal vortex/vortices was much 

faster at four and five gill permutations. More large and very large particles were collected 

compared to the seeding distribution. At the higher speed, filtering efficiency did not increase 

with the number of gill slits. The 60 cm/s efficiencies were all lower than the corresponding 45 

cm/s treatments (1 gill E = 0.16‰, 2 gill E=0.04‰, 3 gills E=0.02‰, 4 gill E=0.05‰, 5 gills E = 

0.04‰).   

 The distribution of particles from all of the increased speed trials except the 1 gill trial 

differed significantly from the standard model (1 gill F(4,30) = 2.63, p = 0.621; 2 gills F(4,30) = 

31.01, p < 0.001; 3 gills F(4,30) = 3.75, p = 0.01; 4 gills F(4,30) = 5.65, p = 0.002; 5 gills F(4,30) = 

16.69, p < 0.001). There was an approximately 10% increase in very small particles during the 5 

gill trial compared to the standard model. The 5 gill trials collected a higher proportion of small 

particles (14%) compared to the standard model.  There were also a higher proportion of the 

large particles collected in the 1 gill slit trials (~11%). Finally there was a smaller proportion of 

very large particles collected in each of the 60 cm/s trials, with the largest difference in the 1 gill 

trials (~14% less than the standard).   

 

Gill Orientation 

 Adjusting the gill orientation did not change the distribution of particles collected at the 

esophagus; however, there was a shift from a band–pass–type filter in the 90º orientation to a 

notch–type filter in the 55º orientation at the gill rakers (Fig. 2.7A).  Reynolds number was the 

same as in the 90º permutation. Particles collected were primarily very small (<50 µm) or very 

large (>1000 µm) and the raker distributions were significantly different from the seeding 

distributions (F(4,40) = 6.04, p < 0.001). There was no noticeable increase in turbulence near the 

gill slits with this permutation; however, particle capture occurred primarily along the lower 

portion of the third and fourth gill openings. The total filtration efficiency for the 55° trials 

(0.12‰) was much lower than for the 90° trials (0.56‰).  The distribution of particles in the 55º 

orientation model differed significantly from the standard model (F(4,30) = 17.33, p < 0.001). 

There was an increase in very small particles collected (~18%) and a decrease in the proportion 

of intermediate and large-sized particles (~10%, 21% decrease respectively) compared to the 

standard morphology, resulting in a more even distribution of particles.  
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Oropharyngeal Cavity 

 A shortened oropharyngeal cavity did not affect the size distribution of particles collected 

in the esophagus. Particles collected along the rakers were primarily very small (<50 µm) or 

large to very large (>501 µm) and the distribution was significantly different from the seeding 

density (F(4,40) = 4.28, p < 0.001) (Fig. 2.7B). The shortened morphology resulted in an increased 

the vorticity inside the buccal cavity as expected; however, we did not predict that there would 

also be an increased rate of particle ejection out the leading edge of the model. The total filtering 

efficiency (0.12‰) was much lower relative to the longer buccal cavity permutation (0.56‰). 

The distribution of particles in the shortened buccal model differed significantly from the 

standard model (F(4,30) = 4.72, p = 0.004). There was a slight increase in the proportion of very 

small particles (~8%) compared to the standard model and the total distribution of particles 

collected was more even across size ranges. 

  

Increased Gill Openings 

 An increased gill width decreased the relative contribution of very small particles that 

were collected in the esophagus from 12% to 3%.  The particles collected at the gill rakers were 

primarily very small to small (<100 µm) or very large (>1000 µm) and the particle distributions 

along the rakers were significantly different from the initial seeding distributions (F(4,40) = 3.57, p 

< 0.001) (Fig. 2.7C). Reynolds conditions were 4.7 x 10
4
. Filtration efficiency did not increase 

with increased gill size (E = 0.21‰). The distribution of particles in the increased gill model 

differed significantly from the standard model (F(4,30) = 14.09, p < 0.001). There was an increase 

in the proportion of small (~25%) and a decrease in intermediate and large particles (~15%, 22%, 

respectively) compared to the standard model. 

 

Permeability 

 Adjustments to the gill raker permeability did not affect the distribution of particles 

collected at the esophagus.  Particles collected at the esophagus were in the large size range 
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(500–1000 µm) during all treatments.  The distributions of particles collected in the esophagus 

for the 105 µm and 200 µm mesh were similar to the 1000 µm distribution (mostly 100–1000 µm 

particles). The amount of particles collected at the esophagus was low compared to those 

collected along the gill rakers ranging from a total of 10 particles collected over four replications 

in the absence of gill rakers to a total of 135 particles collected over four replications in the 1000 

µm experiments. During the 1000 µm trials we noticed the presence of turbulence near the 

esophageal opening; however, we could not determine whether this was a bilaterally symmetric 

vortex or a single esophageal vortex.  

Particles collected along the gill rakers at increasing pore sizes displayed a shift in size 

distribution.  At low permeability (small pore size, 105 µm) particles were equally distributed 

except in the small (51–100 µm) category (105 micron, F(4,40) = 6.22, p < 0.001) (Fig. 2.8A). 

Reynolds number was 1.4 x 10
3
.  During these trials, particles were heavily deposited within 10–

20 s of the beginning of each experiment.  We collected the most particles off the gill rakers 

during the 105 µm experiments; however, there were almost no particles collected in the 

esophagus (N = 30). Particle deposition appeared to occur only on the first three gill openings 

and the fourth gill opening rarely had many particles. At 200 µm, there was a shift in the particle 

distribution to intermediate to large–sized particles (101–1000 µm; F(4,40) = 6.88, p < 0.001) (Fig. 

8B). Reynolds number was 2.8 x 10
3
. Again during these runs we had almost no particle 

collection in the esophagus (N = 33 total particles over four replications), and particle capture 

was equal across all gill openings.  During the 1000 µm mesh experiments, capture occurred 

only along the third and fourth gill openings. Once again there were primarily large to very 

large–sized particles collected (501 to >1000 µm; F(4,40) = 4.71, p =  0.003), although the total 

distribution of all particle sizes was more uniform compared to the 200 µm experiments. We did 

not collect any particles during the no mesh treatment or the 2000 µm mesh trial. Reynolds 

number was 2.8 x 10
5
. Reynolds number with no–mesh was 2.5 x 10

6
. Particles collected in all 

trials were greater than expected for the large to very large particle sizes (> 500 µm) and lower 

than expected for the small particle sizes (< 51 µm). We saw an increase in the proportion of 

large particles collected compared to the seeding distribution. As expected, the lowest 

permeability measurements had the highest filtration efficiency of all of the trials (E = 1.33‰ for 

105 µm and 0.85‰ for the 200 µm). The distribution of particles in the 100µm differed 

significantly from the standard model (100µm F(4,30) = 7.427, p < 0.001) while the 200µm trials 
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did not differ significantly (200µm F(4,30) = 1.67, p = 0.18). There was a decrease in intermediate 

particles in the 105 µm trials (~10%) compared to the standard model.  

Permeability measurements of the three neonatal whale sharks (mean TL 563 ± 23.8 mm) 

showed very little extrinsic resistance through their buccal cavities (R ranged between 0.91 to 

6.31 Pa/ml/sec) when flow rate was measured to be constant at 114mL–s (Table 2.2).  These 

resistance measurements were similar to other small filter feeding elasmobranchs (Mobula 

japonica = 0.99 Pa/ml/sec, Mobula munkiana1 = 6.36, Mobula munkiana 2 = 2.27). The 

calculated pressure head across the filtering apparatus ranged from (106.19-171.86 Pa) similar to 

pressure heads calculated by Motta et al. (2010) for adult whale sharks (113 Pa).  

 

Discussion 

Gill number and swimming speed played major roles in the distribution of particle sizes 

collected on the gill rakers. This was unexpected since we predicted that the main form of 

filtration would be dead end sieving, which should only collect particles larger than the filter 

pore size. The particles were primarily caught along the gill rakers, which leads us to believe 

inertial impaction and gravitational deposition were the prominent filtering mechanisms during 

these trials, though we cannot rule out the possibility that cyclone filtration was occurring to 

some degree as we did document a bilaterally symmetrical vortex near the slits in many of the 

trials.  In several cases we quantified a shift from a bimodal type filter to an intermediate filter or 

visa versa.  For example, when we adjusted the number of gill openings from one to five, we saw 

a shift from bimodal filter (where primarily 50–100 µm particles and >500 µm particles were 

filtered) to a filter where only intermediate and large particles were filtered.  Surprisingly, we 

saw this same trend at increased speeds (bimodal distribution to intermediate/large size ranges) 

except at the five gill permutation (60 cm/s), where mostly small particles were caught. This 

switch to smaller particles collected was unexpected since higher velocity flow through the 

oropharyngeal cavity should have increased the contact rate of the most numerous particles in the 

flow chamber (101–500 µm particles); hence, the number of intermediate particles filtered.  

Theoretical predictions of an organism’s optimized swimming speeds while feeding 

suggest that the animals should accelerate to maximize the number of prey encountered when 
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feeding in low density plankton blooms and slow down when feeding in a high density plankton 

bloom (Ware, 1978; Sims, 2000). During the five gill slit trial, we observed that the increase in 

swimming speed also increased the turbulence near the gill openings within the oropharyngeal 

cavity. More large–sized particles appeared to remain suspended in the turbulent esophageal 

vortex rather than settling out on the sieve giving some evidence that the particles may have 

experienced some degree of cross flow filtration. This indicates that ram filter–feeders using a 

combination of inertial impaction and gravitational deposition, or hydrosol filtration should 

maintain a slower swimming speed, regardless of the plankton density, if they are targeting 

larger prey and increase their swimming speed if targeting smaller prey. Organisms primarily 

utilizing cross flow or vortex filtration would likely swim at increased speeds to concentrate 

larger prey in the esophageal vortex prior to swallowing. 

Adjustments to the gill morphology resulted in a shift in the particle distributions at the 

gill rakers from intermediate–type filtration in our control group (500–1000 µm particle 

collected) to bimodal–type filtration. It is not surprising that increasing the size of the gill slits 

also resulted in an increased filtering efficiency since increasing the volume of particle laden 

water through this structure should result in increased opportunities for filtration. These large 

gills would not be necessary in pump suspension– or engulfment– feeding fishes that filter by 

first creating a suction force to entrain zooplankton–rich water and then subsequently close their 

mouths to force this water over the gill rakers. This point is illustrated nicely by comparing the 

smaller gill morphology of a Megachasma pelagios, megamouth shark, which has been 

hypothesized to use an engulfment feeding strategy (Nakaya et al., 2008), to that of the large–

gilled basking sharks (Bigelow and Schroeder, 1953) and whale sharks (Colman, 1997) that use, 

at least in part, ram suspension feeding. Though we had predicted that ram filtration efficiency 

would increase with gill size, we did not predict that the particle distribution would shift to that 

of a planktonic specialist without having to adjust the pore size of the filter.  These findings 

indicate that the morphology of the filter–feeder does play a key role in the prey size selectivity 

of the organism.  

Perhaps the most obvious parameter affecting captured particle distribution was gill raker 

permeability, or pore size, which was reflected in our particle distributions. We expected the 

increased filtration efficiency in decreased pore size permutations (105 and 200 µm mesh sizes), 
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since the likelihood of a particle contacting the filtering element would be greatly increased 

compared to the 1000 µm and 2000 µm mesh sizes. Even with this increase in filtration 

efficiency at smaller pore size, the greatest average efficiency we measured was 4.54‰. These 

seemingly low filtration efficiencies are explained by examining Stephens & Krebs (1986) 

optimal foraging theory which proposes that animals feeding in high density particle areas can 

survive well even with low filtration efficiencies, provided that their energetic needs are being 

met (Shimeta and Jumars, 1991). We would hypothesize that fishes with low filtration 

efficiencies would likely feed on plankton with high caloric/lipid values to meet their energetic 

needs.    

In teleosts, the gill raker structures generally vary by the length of the rakers and their 

spacing (Nelson, 1967; Bertmar and Strömberg, 1969; Gibson, 1988; Bornbusch and Lee, 1992; 

van den Berg et al., 1994; Kumari et al., 2005; Vigliano et al., 2005; Friedland et al., 2006).  

However, the gill raker structures (sometimes referred to as filtering pads) of the filtering 

cartilaginous fishes exhibit substantial interspecific variation. The four basic raker morphologies 

are, the: 1) the bristle–like gill raker structures of the basking shark, Cetorhinus maximus; 2) fur–

like, short gill rakers of megamouth sharks, Megachasma pelagios; 3) the widely spaced, 

flattened filtering pads of whale sharks, Rhincodon typus; and 4) the rigid, leaf–like, folded 

filtering structure of devil rays and mantas, (Mobulidae) (Fig. 2.9).  

These differences in brachial filter morphology among elasmobranchs may result in 

differences in the basic filtering mechanics (e.g., cross flow, direct interception) and cannot be 

addressed using our simplistic mesh morphology. This topic would be best addressed by 

determining the position of the pad within the buccal cavity and by taking an in–depth look at the 

microstructure of the filtering pad. For example, we cannot evaluate whether a form of hydrosol 

filtration is occurring without performing histological techniques to determine whether a 

sufficient number of mucal cells are present. Rubenstein and Koehl (1977) noted that the 

efficiency of a filter can be altered simply by changing the diameter of the pore size or by 

changing the velocity of the water that passes through it. Our model’s rakers were subjected to 

high velocity (45 cm/s) flow, and when combined with a fine mesh size (105 µm) we predicted 

that the primary method of particle collection would likely be a form of inertial impaction 

sieving. As expected, we had the greatest number of particles collected from the gill rakers 
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during this experiment and the particle size was similar across all size ranges.  Decreased 

permeability (smaller pore size) at the gill rakers increased evenness of the particle sizes that 

were collected; however, there was no visible evidence that shear flow was moving particles 

from the mesh to the esophagus. We predict that basking sharks use this type of filtering and 

would need to either periodically clear the rakers to prevent excessive clogging or continuously 

transport particles through some mucous based mechanism. Organisms with a fine mesh size that 

utilize dead end sieving (similar to the basking shark) are likely planktonic generalists, feeding 

on a wide range of particle sizes. As in industrial dead–end sieving, the gill raker structures of 

organisms using sieve filtration would project into the buccal cavity at a perpendicular 

orientation to the water flow, resulting in increased filtration efficiency along their surfaces.  

The unique morphology of the whale shark’s filter pads open up the possibility of cross 

flow filtering. In whale sharks the rakers do not protrude into the buccal cavity.  Instead, their 

morphology suggests that they lay flush with the walls of the epibranchials with sparse spacing 

(approximately 1000 µm pore size) between each gill raker. In our experiments, the 1000 µm 

rakers collected large to very large–sized particles. The very small and small–sized particles 

(<100 µm) did not accumulate, but rather exited easily out the mesh. Adult whale sharks appear 

to feed primarily through cross–flow filtration (Motta, 2010). If neonates are also utilizing some 

form of cross–flow filtration, we would expect that the majority of the particles collected in the 

esophagus should be equal to or larger than the pore size of the rakers. With the increased 

permeability of 2000 µm mesh, there was an increase in the size of particles that were swallowed 

compared to those swallowed at less permeable pore sizes; however, we could not verify whether 

cross–flow filtration was occurring.   

 The model we developed allows us to determine which parameters are important for both 

dead end sieving and cross–flow filtration in a way that is difficult to examine using 

computational models.  Empirical data from live ram suspension feeding fishes is difficult to 

obtain in teleosts as: 1) they are generally schooling fishes that become agitated when separated 

from their conspecifics and, 2) they are typically small in size limiting the use of endoscopy 

(Cheer et al., 2001).  Conversely, filter–feeding elasmobranchs are some of the world’s largest 

fishes and are not easily acquired for experimental purposes. Physical models are an inexpensive 

alternative to maintaining live specimens in a laboratory and can be created by measuring the 
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anatomical parameters of fixed specimens from marine vertebrate collections. By focusing on 

how the mechanism of filtering changed with differing buccal anatomies, we were able to make 

predictions about the feeding mechanisms and potential prey preference of suspension–feeding 

fishes. Our physical model demonstrated that the filtration efficiency and particle size 

distribution collected during ram suspension feeding is intimately connected to both an 

individual’s anatomy and the swimming speed of the animal.  
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Table 2.1. Anatomical measurements of four neonatal whale sharks represented in mm. We did 

not * Fully extended when measured. ** Measurements did no stretch gill flap into open 

position. 

R. 

typus 

TL FL GW GH DB MH MW OD 

1 561 445 - 46 8.25 33* 92 105 

2 566 468 4.8** 37.6 11.5 26 72 83 

3 591 439 26 42.2 14.5 15 82 108 

4 533 447 16.6 35.2 9.5 16 69 100 
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Table 2.2. Anatomical physical parameters for various bottle morphologies represented in mm. 

Model TL  GW GH MD OD 

Gill Number 

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 

450 5 45 85 195 

Increased Speed  (60) 600 5 45 85 195 

Permeability/Pore 

size 

(105, 250, 1000, 

2000) 

450, 

600 

5 45 85 195 

Shortened Buccal 

length 

450 5 45 85 150 

Gill Orientation 55º 450 5 45 85 195 

Increased Gill Size 450 15 45 85 195 
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Table 2.3. The calculated extrinsic resistance through the buccal cavity of three neonatal whale 

sharks compared to other filter feeding elasmobranchs  

Specimen ΔP Resistance (Pa/mL/sec) 

R. typus 2 100.73 0.88 

R. typus 3 684.63 6.01 

R. typus 4 449.89 3.95 

M. munkiana 1 

M. munkiana 2 

M. japonica 3 

772.65 

236.69 

101.72 

6.78 

2.08 

0.89 
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Figure 2.1. Mechanics of particle filtration for three types of filter-feeding bony fishes. 

A) Illustrates sieve filtration where particles of all sizes adhere to the gill rakers by 

contacting the filtering element. B) Shows cross-flow filtration. Particles encounter 

strong shearing forces that push particles towards the esophagus. C) Illustrates vortex 

filtration near the gill openings where particles accumulate at the esophagus by 

centrifugal forces as water exits out of the operculum. 
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Figure 2.2.  Model inserted into flume and attached to peristaltic pump, which functioned 

as an esophagus during trials. Water and particles move past a series of flow straighteners 

(direction of movement illustrated by arrow). 
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Figure 2.3.  The relationship between average total length of a fish (by species) and 

swimming speed in body lengths (cm)/sec. Neonatal whale sharks are estimated to swim 

at approximately 1 body length/sec (45-60cm/s), shown as red star. The teleost outlier is 

Silurus glanis, a species of river catfish that is a sluggish swimmer. References for data 

can be found in the suplemental section. 
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Figure 2.4. Comparison of the standard model to seeding density. n = the number of 

particles sub sampled, E is the average filtering efficiency. A) shows the initial seeding 

density of particles in flume. B) and C) are the distributions of particles collected at the 

esophagus and the gill rakers respectively. D and E) show the percentage of deviation of 

particles from the initial seeding density collected at the esophagus and the gill rakers. 

We will only show average percentage deviation from this point forward. 
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Figure 2.5. The percentage deviation from the seeding density (± SD) in particles 

collected at 45 cm/s with differing gill slit numbers. 
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Figure 2.6. The percentage deviation from the seeding density (±SD) in particles 

collected at the rakers in an increased flow speed of 60 cm/s.   
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Figure 2.7. The percentage deviation from the seeding distribution for A) 55 degree gill 

orientation, B) shortened buccal cavity and 3) enlarged gill slits.   
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Figure 2.8. Average percentage deviation from the seeding distribution of particles 

collected from “gill rakers” constructed of 105 μm mesh, 200 μm mesh, and 1000 μm 

mesh. We did not collect any particles on 0 μm mesh or 2000 μm  mesh rakers. The 

filtration efficiency is very high when using small raker sizes (E = 27.56 for 105 μm and 

E = 18.16 for 200 μm). 
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Figure 2.9. Gill raker morphology of A) basking shark (Cetorhinus maximus) rakers 

extracted from buccal cavity; B) megamouth shark (Megachasma pelagios) looking into 

the buccal cavity through the mouth; C) neonatal whale shark (Rhincodon typus) looking 

into the buccal cavity through the mouth; and D) Mobula sp. looking at rakers extracted 

from the buccal cavity. Scale bars show 5 cm except in C, which shows 4 cm. 
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Chapter 3: The filter pads and filtration mechanisms of the devil rays: variation at macro and 

microscopic scales 

This chapter has been submitted to the Journal of Morphology 

 

Abstract 

Three lineages of cartilaginous fishes have independently evolved filter feeding 

(Lamiformes: Megachasma and Cetorhinus, Orectolobiformes: Rhincodon, and Mobulidae: 

Manta and Mobula); and the structure of the branchial filters is different in each group. 

Rhincodon’s filter has been described, and the Lamnids have simple filamentous filters, but the 

anatomy and ultrastructure of the branchial filter in the mobulid rays is varied and of functional 

interest. In most fishes, branchial gill rakers are elongated structures located along the anterior 

ceratobranchial and/or epibranchial arches; however, mobulid gill rakers are highly modified, 

flattened, lobe-like structures located on the anterior and posterior epibranchial elements as well 

as the ceratobranchials. The ultrastructure of the filter lobes can be smooth or covered by a layer 

of micro-cilia, and some are denticulated along the dorsal and ventral lobe surface.  Flow 

through the mobilid oropharyngeal cavity differs from other filter-feeding fishes in that water 

must rapidly deviate from the free stream direction. There is an abrupt 90° turn from the initial 

inflowing path to move through the laterally directed branchial filter pores, over the gill tissue, 

and out the ventrally located gill slits. The deviation in the flow must result in tangential shearing 

stress across the filter surface. This implies that mobulids can use cross-flow filtration in which 

this shearing force serves as a mechanism to re-suspend food particles initially caught by sieving 

or another capture mode. These particles will be transported by the cross filter flow toward the 
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esophagus. We propose that species with cilia on the rakers augment the shear mediated 

movement of particles along the filter with ciliary transport.      

Key Words: Devil rays, filter anatomy, modified branchial arch  

 

 Introduction 

The devil rays, composed of 11 species in two genera (Manta Walbaum 1792 and 

Mobula Rafinesque 1810), are the largest of all marine rays (Nelson, 1994; Compagno, 1999; 

Ari and Correia, 2008; Marshall et al., 2009). They are found circumglobally in tropical and 

subtropical marine environments including: the Yucatan Peninsula, New Zealand, parts of 

Australia, Baja California, Africa, Ecuador, Southern Japan, throughout Indonesia, at cleaning 

stations off of Hawaii, Bora Bora, Yap, (Homma et al., 1997; Compagno & Last, 1999; 

Anderson 2002; Duffy and Abbott, 2003; Dewar, 2008) and even occasionally in temperate areas 

as far north as Southern New England (Campbell and Monroe, 1974) and New Jersey (Fowler, 

1930; Bigelow and Schroeder, 1953).  

Like many other large, pelagic marine vertebrates, the cartilaginous mobulids (Mantas 

and Mobula) are primarily filter-feeders (Gohar & Bayoumi, 1959; McEachran and Capapé, 

1984; Notarbartolo-di-Sciara, 1987). Two other lineages of cartilaginous fishes have 

independently evolved filter-feeding - the Lamiformes: Megachasma and Cetorhinus and the 

Orectolobiformes: Rhincodon (Compagno, 1990; Cione and Reguero, 1998). Each lineage has 

morphologically distinct filtering structures and presumably different mechanisms for removing 

food particles from the water (Paig-Tran et al, 2011).  The mobulids are anatomically distinct 

from other filter-feeding fishes (bony and cartilaginous), as their body is dorso-ventrally 
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compressed, their mouth is terminal, the filtering structures are on the dorso- and ventro-lateral 

surfaces of the oral cavity and their gill slits are on the ventral surface of the body. This flattened 

morphology suggests fluid flow through the oropharyngeal cavity is different from other fishes 

with laterally located filtering structures and lateral gill slits or opercula. The orientation of the 

branchial arch and structure of the filter pads is also different than suspension feeding bony 

fishes, baleen whales, and sharks.  

This study describes the gross morphology and ultrastructure of the filter pads in 9 of the 

11 species of mobulids: Manta birostris (Walbaum, 1792), Mobula eregoodootenke (Cuvier, 

1829), Mobula hypostoma (Bancroft 1831), Mobula japonica (Müler & Henle, 1841), Mobula 

kuhlii (Valenciennes in Müller & Henle, 1841), Mobula mobular (Bonnaterre, 1788), Mobula 

munkiana (Notarbartolo-Di Sciara, 1987), Mobula tarapacana (Philippi 1892), and Mobula 

thurstoni (Lloyd, 1908). The aims are four-fold: (1) to provide a clear description of the filter 

anatomy for each species, (2) to describe the microscopic surface anatomy of the filter using 

scanning electron microscopy, (3) to describe the orientation of the branchial arch in situ so that 

we may assess fluid flow regimes as they move throughout the oropharyngeal cavity, and (4) to 

combine the anatomical information and field collected fluid flow speeds to infer the mechanism 

of particle entrapment. 

 

Methods and Materials 

Specimens 

Mobula spp. and Manta birostris specimens were examined in museum collections and 

arches were removed for further examination in our lab - Scripps Institute of Oceanography SIO 
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Marine Vertebrate Collection (La Jolla, CA, USA): Mobula japonica (arch only; N=1), Mobula 

tarapacana (arch only; N=1), and Mobula munkiana; LA Natural History Museum (Los 

Angeles, CA, USA): Mobula thurstoni (N=1); Smithsonian Museum of Natural History 

(Washington, D.C., USA): Mobula eregoodootenke (N=1), Mobula hypostoma (N=6), Mobula 

kuhlii (N=1), Mobula mobular/Mobula japonica (N=1), and Manta birostris (filter lobe sample; 

N=1); additional specimens were provided by R. Rubin: Manta birostris (arch; N=1). We were 

unable to obtain specimens from Manta afredi (Krefft, 1868) or Mobula rochebrunei (Vaillant, 

1879) because of their rarity as alcohol preserved specimens. 

It is unclear whether our sample of Mobula mobular (which is a juvenile animal) is 

properly identified or if it is actually Mobula japonica; the museum specimen was initially 

labeled as Mobula diabolis, which has been applied to several species of Mobula (Couturier et 

al., 2012). It was subsequently assigned to M. mobular.  M. mobular is found in and around the 

Mediterranean Sea while M. japonica can be found circumtropically. This specimen 

(Smithsonian # 37391) was collected in Senegal. However, we found substantial differences in 

the ultrastructure between our sample of M. japonica and that of M. mobular. The possible M. 

mobular sample lacks denticles, but does have a secondary surface structure while the M. 

japonica sample lacks both features. We have treated the specimens of M. mobular and M. 

japonica as a single species for this paper, considering the morphological differences as possible 

phenotypic variation in the species. 
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 Anatomy 

Anatomical measurements were collected using the methods of Notarbartolo di Sciara 

(1987). These included measurements of: disc width (DW), disc length (DL), anterior projection, 

rostrum to rear tip of pelvic fin (P2), pre-dorsal length, dorsal base, dorsal height, rostrum to 

vent, tail length, first gill slit length, second gill slit length, third gill slit length, fourth gill slit 

length, fifth gill slit length, distance between first gill slits, distance between fifth gill slits, 

rostrum to first gill slit, rostrum to fifth gill slits, P2 length, tip of cephalic fin to mouth, cephalic 

fin width, orbit height, length between antorbitals, preoral length, tip of cephalic fin to spiracle, 

mouth width, inter naral width, upper tooth band length, lower tooth band length, and clasper 

length (Table 3.1).  Following morphological measurements, we excised the right, third branchial 

arch from each specimen through the third gill slit. This method of extraction was necessary to 

preserve the integrity of the specimen. However, removing the arch without excising the 

surrounding epithelial tissue makes it difficult to remove the entire arch intact. The excised 

arches were then wrapped in alcohol saturated cheesecloth, sealed, and shipped to the University 

of Washington’s Friday Harbor Laboratories for further examination. 

Whole branchial arches, including the filter plates, were examined in the laboratory and 

the filter plates from each specimen were photographed and described. Lobe measurements were 

made by photographing the filter plates on both sides of the branchial arch with a ruler for 

scaling. Photographs were analyzed with NIH Image J software (version 1.4, 

http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) to measure individual lobe lengths and widths. Measurements of the 

lobes (>20) from across the entire filter plate were combined to calculate average lobe length and 

height. Filter lobes were sub sampled at the medial anterior edge and sections were dehydrated 

gradually over 48 hours into 100% ethanol. Samples were critically point dried (Samdri 790, 

http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/
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Tousimis Research Corp, Rockville, MD), sputter coated (SPI Sputter 12121, SPI 

Supplies/Structure Pro, Inc, West Chester, PA, USA), and imaged using a scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) (Jeol Neoscope JCM-5000, Tokyo, Japan).  We photographed the 

microstructure of the right, distal portion of the anterior filter lobes from each species and used 

NIH Image J software to measure the branchial filter pore length and width for each species from 

our SEM micrographs.   

The entire excised third arch from each species was photographed and the filter pad areas 

for both the anterior and posterior filter pad were estimated using Image J software. A total of 30 

filter lobes and 30 primary vanes/filter pores were selected haphazardly on the anterior arch and 

pooled to obtain the average filter lobe height, width, and the average filter pore area for each 

specimen (except in M. japonica where we only had four plates from a single arch). We 

calculated an open area ratio, β, for the entire branchial filters by calculating the ratio of pore 

area per paired lobe area and then extrapolated this value across the entire filter area, according 

to the method described in Motta et al. (2010).  This allows us to estimate the total combined 

area for fluid flow through all of the filter pads provided that the pads themselves are not 

congested with food matter.  

Computed tomography (CT) scans of a whole Mobula munkiana and the branchial arch 

from M. tarapacana were made at the UC Irvine Medical Center (Irvine, CA, USA). The 

specimens were wrapped in alcohol-saturated cheesecloth and sealed in extra-large Ziploc
TM

 

bags prior to being scanned using a 16 slice, Siemens RS SOMATOM Sensation (MDCT-16) 

with 0.75-mm slice thickness and helical-spiral scans (Dean et al., 2007).  Scans were then 

reconstructed as 8-bit TIFF stacks and rendered as 3-dimensional images using Amira software 
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(v. 4.1.1, Mercury Computer Systems, Inc., USA) to visualize the branchial arches in situ prior to 

arch extraction (Figure 3.2). 

 

 Fluid flow through the filter apparatus 

Manta birostris swimming speed measurements (N = 5 specimens) were made on August 

6, 2011 near Isla Holbox (Cabo Catoche) and Isla Contoy, Mexico, as part of a larger Manta 

movement dataset conducted with Dr. Felipe Galván-Magaña and Silvia Hinojosa (Projecto 

Manta de Caribe). Mantas were located feeding at the surface in plankton-rich upwelling zones 

at 21° 46.020’N and 87° 01.200’ W (Figure 3.1). Manta swimming speeds were determined by 

pacing actively feeding animals with our boat at distance of approximately 5-7 meters laterally. 

We clocked the animals’ swimming speeds every 15 seconds for a total duration of 2 minutes 

each using a GPS (Garman GPS 72, Kansas City, USA). Speed data were used only if we were 

able to obtain at least three speed measurements for a specimen and only if the specimen 

maintained a straight feeding trajectory and did not veer off course as we were pacing it. The 

fieldwork was conducted with knowledge and permission from the Comision Nacional de Areas 

Naturales Protegidas (CONANP), Mexico.  

We calculated the flow rate (Q) and Reynolds number (Re) through the mouth and at the 

filter using: 

 

Re = ρ υ Dh 

        µ 
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where ρ is fluid density, υ is the velocity of the fluid, Dh is the hydraulic diameter computed from 

the cross-sectional geometry, and µ is the fluid viscosity. The hydraulic diameter and velocity for 

flow entering the mouth was calculated based on measurements of mouth width from museum 

specimens and swimming speeds from actively feeding Manta birostris in the field off Isla 

Holbox, Mexico. It is difficult to correctly measure the open mouth height in preserved mobulids 

because the fixation process stiffens the connective tissue. Instead we focused solely on 

measuring mouth widths. We then examined photographs we took while in the field and public 

domain stock photographs of actively feeding mobulids to determine the aspect ratio between 

mouth width to height (~2.6:1) and used these estimates to calculate the hydraulic diameter 

(Beebe et al., 2002) of mobulid mouths. Fluid flow through the respiratory tract of filtering fishes 

has been estimated to fall between 70% to 90% of the animal’s swimming speed (Sanderson et 

al., 1994; Sims, 2000; Motta et al., 2010) based on the relatively low resistance through the 

branchial filters. Previous measurements of low resistance (0.99 to 6.86 Pa ml
-1

 s
-1

) through the 

respiratory tract of Mobula spp. indicate that 70% of the swimming speed is too conservative an 

estimate of fluid speed for our purposes (Paig-Tran et al., 2011). In this study, we calculated a 

range of biologically relevant Reynolds numbers at the mouth using fluid velocities equal to 

100%, 95%, 90%, 85%, and 80% of the estimated swimming speeds.  This range allows us to 

account for changes to the flow structure through the mouth with changing resistance, and for the 

differences in fluid flow for animals swimming at the surface that may not have their entire oral 

opening submerged, as in surface ram filter-feeding Mantas (Figure 3.1), and also for animals 

that utilize sub surface feeding (e.g. Mobula spp.).  We used the density and viscosity of 

seawater at 25.5°C in the equations below (Dietrich et al., 1980; Motta et al., 2010).   
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Reynolds number (Re) at the filter pads where particles are collected was estimated by 

directly measuring the total area of anterior or posterior filter plates and the pore size of the 

filters. We estimated an average pore size for the anterior and posterior filter pads over the entire 

arch and then extrapolated these data to estimate the entire branchial filter pore area. Upon 

examination, we determined that filter pores composed approximately 80% of the filter area. Re 

at the filter were calculated with the above equation; however the Dh was calculated by taking 

the square root of the total open area for all the pores. Additionally, we performed a sensitivity 

analysis of our calculations by recalculating Re numbers with a 10% decrease and 10% increase 

in open pore area and also using 10% slower fluid speed (80%) through the filter pore.  

To determine whether mass movement near the surface of the filter plate is subjected to 

convective or diffusive transport mechanisms, we calculated the Péclet number (Pé) for each 

species using the equation: 

Pé = Re x Pr, 

where Re is the previously calculated Reynolds numbers and Pr is the Prandtl number, a ratio of 

viscous to thermal diffusion rates. The Prandtl number for seawater at 25°C is 7.2. Small Péclet 

numbers indicate mass movement by diffusion while larger Péclet numbers are indicative of 

mass movement by convective forces (Vogel, 2003).  
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Results 

Anatomy 

 Mobulid branchial architecture consists of five pairs of chevron-shaped arches oriented 

along the lateral surface of the oropharyngeal cavity.  The internal skeleton of the arch is 

composed of cartilaginous elements: the dorsally located epibranchial (EB) and the ventrally 

located ceratobranchial (CB), which are offset in position so that the proximal portion of the EB 

is angled posteriorly while the proximal portion of the CB is angled anteriorly (Figure 3.3A). 

This orientation makes the arch appear twisted when compared to the branchial arches of other 

fishes. The distal edges of the EB and CB arches articulate laterally with a secondary plate-like 

support structure, the lateral stay (LS) (Garman, 1913) also referred to as the extrabranchial 

(Compagno, 1999), articulates with both the EB and the CB portion of the distal arch and 

presumably provides extra support to the branchial septum (Compagno, 1999). The branchial 

rays (BR) project from both the EB and CB, providing support to the gill flaps (Gillis et al., 

2009) and perhaps also to the gill filaments (Figure 3.3B). Water passes between the EB and the 

CB as it flows through the oropharyngeal cavity.  

 The epibranchial and ceratobranchial each support two sets of filtering plates, one 

oriented anteriorly (toward the mouth) and one oriented posteriorly (toward the esophagus). The 

anterior and posterior filter plates (AFP and PFP, respectively) are separated by the gill tissue 

(GT) that runs along the midline of the arch (Figure 3.4) on both the EB (not labeled) and CB. 

The plates are supported by highly structured supports: primary vanes (PV) which are the 

channels directly below the filter pore opening and secondary vanes (SV) that direct the flow of 

water through the filter plate toward the gill tissue. The SV opening can be seen directly beneath 

the terminal lobes (TL) of the filter plates.  
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 The surface of the branchial filter is composed of a series of modified gill rakers called 

filtering plates (FP) along the EB and CB portions of the arch. Each plate is composed of a 

central cartilaginous support that runs from the central portion of the arch to the distal anterior tip 

of the filter at the edge of the arch. The plates resemble fronds of a bracken fern in that they are 

sub-sectioned into paired lobes along the entire portion of the filter (Figure 3.4). The terminal 

lobe of the filter plates can be rounded or lanceolate in appearance and the shape may be species-

specific. However, the terminal lobe within a species varies in shape depending on whether it is 

located on the anterior face or the posterior face of the filter pad. The number of filter plates on 

an arch may also be species specific as described by Notarbartolo di Sciara (1987); however, we 

could not verify this as our specimens did not have all of their filter plates intact - an artifact of 

our method of extraction.   

Some species have pronounced denticles along the anterior and posterior filter lobes. The 

base of the denticles are approximately 20-30 μm in diameter across all species and can be found 

on all surfaces of the filter lobes (anterior facing toward the flow and posterior facing into the 

pore as well as on the central raphe between the paired lobes) with the exception of the terminal 

lobe. Denticles appear to suffer heavy wear, possibly from the inertial impaction of particles 

suspended within the fluid as they hit the filter plate, or by masses of particles rolling over the 

filter surface by tangential shearing (discussed further in section 3.3). It is not clear from this 

study whether the denticles regenerate following wearing events. An example of heavily worn 

denticles and exposed pulp cavities can be seen in Manta birostris (Figure 3.5A & B) and Manta 

thurstoni.  

 Filter lobes can be described as either non-ciliated or ciliated and with or without 

secondary projections. The lobe surface of Mobula tarapacana is almost entirely covered with a 
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layer of cilia (Figure 3.5C & D).  The surfaces of other species appear to have a raised secondary 

surface structure, although this structure is not as well defined and does not project as far from 

the surface. The surface epithelium is relatively thin with a thick layer of sub surface connective 

tissue between the surface epithelium and the cartilaginous skeleton (Figure 3.5E). Non-ciliated 

filter lobes can have a smooth surface or a rough surface epithelium (Figure 3.5F).     

  

Individual Identification  

Each species has distinctive ascending and terminal lobes (Figure 3.6). While some 

species are unmistakable upon a cursory examination (e.g. Manta lobes are fused with finger-like 

projections, Mobula tarapacana lobes are fused, Mobula eregooteneke has few lobes), others 

require closer inspection for reliable identification. The ultrastructure of the filter lobes varies 

among species, and the most notable differences will be discussed in the following sections. The 

filter plates can be separated into four main groups (Figure 3.7A-H): (1) plates with denticles and 

cilia/secondary projections - Manta birostris, Mobula tarapacana, Mobula munkiana, (2) plates 

with denticles, but lacking cilia and/or secondary projections – Mobula thurstoni, Mobula 

hypostoma, (3) plates lacking denticles with cilia/secondary projections - Mobula kuhlii, and (4) 

plates lacking denticles and cilia - Mobula japonica, Mobula eregoodootenke.    

Manta birostris filter plates are notably different from those of Mobula sp. in that the 

filter lobes form finger-like projections that extend across the pore opening from the dorsal lobe, 

decreasing the diameter of the pore (Figure 3.8). The paired lobes on either side of the central 

raphe are continuous and attach to the lobes on adjacent filter plates, so there is no clear 

delineation between the lobes. The arch of an adult Manta is large; the specimen we examined 
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extended approximately 170 mm from the proximal to distal edge of the EB. Viewed laterally, 

individual filter plates are crescent shaped and extend well beyond their point of attachment to 

the arch (Figure 3.9). Viewed under SEM, mantas have denticles running along the anterior side 

of the filtering lobes. The secondary projections of mantas stem from the ventral side of their 

filtering lobes, though the lobe surface is smooth in appearance. The length from the medial to 

lateral epibranchial arch was 171 mm. 

 Mobula tarapacana is easily identified by the fused filtering lobes of adjacent plates, a 

character state unique to this species. The specimen that we examined had an unusual color 

gradient from tan on the medial edge to a dark grey near the terminal lobe. Adult rakers are large, 

rivaling Manta in size. The terminal lobes are highly rounded with a distinctive midline ridge. 

The ascending lobes are rounded near the terminal lobe, becoming a widened heart shape near 

the medial edge.  Viewed laterally, the filter plate is straight and is attached to the arch along its 

entire length. Under SEM, this species has the most well defined cilia and is easily distinguished 

from other species. They are denticulated on both the dorsal and ventral sides of the filtering 

lobes, and the length from the medial to lateral epibranchial arch was 220 mm. 

  Mobula munkiana has rounded anterior filter lobes, similar to Mobula tarapacana, but 

with the adjacent lobes unattached. The central raphe of the terminal lobe that connects to the 

ascending lobes is heart shaped and the central ridge along the terminal lobe is less prominent 

than in M. tarapacana. The descending paired lobes are broad, the edges only slightly curved 

upwards toward the terminal lobe and becoming narrower and more heart-shaped in appearance 

toward the medial edge. Filter plates can be solid colored (our specimen) or have a gradient 

coloration similar to M. tarapacana (Notarbartolo di Sciara, 1987).  Viewed laterally, the filter 

plate is shortened and appears to be angled so that only the middle 1/3 portion is attached to the 
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arch. Under SEM they are denticulated and have a raised, bumpy secondary structure along the 

surface of the filter lobes. The length from the medial to lateral epibranchial was 59 mm. 

 Mobula thurstoni is densely denticulated on the dorsal and ventral lobes. The terminal 

lobe is leaf shaped. The central raphe continues into the terminal lobe and appears to branch, 

leading to a vein-like pattern. Ascending filter lobes are compact and there are upwards of 20 or 

more. Most of the ascending plate has heart shaped lobes except very near the terminal lobe. 

Viewed laterally, the filter plate is straight and the majority is attached to the arch except directly 

beneath the terminal lobe. Under SEM, the surface of the filter lobes is smooth with no 

discernible secondary structures beyond epithelial ridges. The length from the medial to the 

lateral edge of the epibranchial was 23 mm.  

Mobula hypostoma is the most highly denticulated of all the Mobulidae with denticles 

visible to the naked eye.  We were able to obtain a total of six Mobula hypostoma over an 

ontogenetic size range and all specimens examined displayed the same characteristic/diagnostic 

features.  The abundance of denticles ranged from < 23 denticles/mm
2
 in juvenile M. hypostoma 

to >100 denticles/mm
2
 in adult M. hypostoma. The anterior terminal lobes are broad and rounded 

in appearance while the posterior lobes are more leaf-shaped, similar to that described by 

Notarbartolo di Sciara and Seret for Mobula rochebrunei (pers. comm. Bernard Seret, MNHN). 

The central raphe is well defined along the length of the plate and extends into the terminal lobe. 

As in M. munkiana, lobes are broad near the terminal lobe and become more heart shaped toward 

the base; however, the lateral edges are more curved toward the terminal lobe. Viewed laterally, 

the terminal lobe of the arch protrudes out almost ¼ the length of the arch from the attachment 

point. Approximately ¾ of the lower plate is attached to the arch. The lengths from the medial to 

the lateral edge of the epibranchials were: 51 mm, 24 mm, and 26 mm.  
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Mobula japonica/Mobula mobular have a distinctive, highly structured, lancelet/point 

shaped terminal lobe with two small pit shaped indents along the lower portion of the lobe. The 

majority of the filter plate is dark grey with light beige to white colored terminal lobes. The 

ascending filter lobes are as wide as the terminal lobe, but not broad in appearance. The lateral 

lobe edges are curled toward the terminal lobe. M. japonica has a distinctive knob along the 

anterior edge of the filter lobes. Adjacent plates are packed tightly together and ascending plates 

are numerous. Viewed laterally, the plate is straight and connects to the arch along the entire 

length. The filter portion of the arch is crescent shaped. Viewed under SEM, the filter lobes of 

M. japonica are smooth and have no denticles while M. mobular have a bumpy, secondary 

structure as described previously (Figure 3.9).  The length of the epibranchial from the medial to 

the lateral edge was 19 mm for M. mobular. We could not calculate an epibranchial distance for 

M. japonica as we had only a portion of the branchial arch. 

 Mobula kuhlii has a cushion shaped anterior terminal lobe and leaf like posterior terminal 

lobes similar to Mobula hypostoma but less pronounced.  The terminal lobes are flattened in 

appearance and contain no discernible central ridgeline; the edges of the terminal and ascending 

lobes curve slightly towards the midline. Ascending lobes are broad and wide with a prominent 

central raphe. Viewed laterally, the plate is highly curved and only the lower ½ of the plate is 

attached to the arch. Under SEM the filter is ciliated, even along the terminal lobe, but no 

denticles are present. The length of the epibranchial from the medial to the lateral edge was 39 

mm. 

 Mobula eregoodootenke is a distinctive species that is easily identified. The terminal lobe 

is elongate and the entire filter plate lacks the rigidity found in other species. There are few pairs 

of filter lobes ~ 5 pairs altogether (4 ascending and one terminal lobe). The central raphe is 
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prominent along the entire filter plate and extends into the terminal lobe. The adjacent plates are 

widely spaced and do not touch. Ascending lobes are circular in appearance. Viewed laterally, 

the plate is straight and is connected to the arch along its entire length. Under SEM, the filter 

lobes appear smooth with no denticles present.  The length of the epibranchial from the medial to 

the lateral edge was 29 mm. 

Fluid flow through the oropharyngeal cavity 

 We measured actively feeding Mantas swimming at an average speed of 0.68 (+/- 0.24 

s.d.) m/s (n=5) and have used this value as a proxy for Mobula sp. swimming speeds as well. The 

flow rate (Q) at the mouth was estimated as 100%, 95%, 90%, 85%, or 80% of the swimming 

speed (Table 3.2). The average pore area for all mobulids (including M. tarapacana) was 1.37 

mm
2
.  The average open pore area (β) for all mobulids was approximately 80% open pore area 

per paired lobe.  Flow at the filter pore opening is laminar and Re at the filter were estimated 

between 10 and 300 (Table 3.3).  

Our anatomical examinations of branchial arches in situ, suggest that fluid flow through 

the oropharyngeal cavity is unusual when compared to other filter-feeding fishes because the 

fluid does not follow a linear path from the mouth through the gill slits. Instead, the fluid flow 

initially follows a direct path from the mouth to the branchial arches. At each arch a portion of 

the fluid must turn ventrally at a near 90° angle to the antero-posterior axis of the fish. The fluid 

flows through the primary vanes of the anterior filter plates, through the secondary vanes which 

direct the flow across the gill tissue, through the parabranchial chamber, and finally out the gill 

slits.  As the fluid exits it is redirected again nearly 90° to rejoin the free stream water around the 

swimming fish (Figure 3.10).  
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Discussion 

 Our data suggest that filtering mechanics vary among the mobulid species but that some 

mechanisms of filtration are consistent across all the species.  There are five mechanisms for 

particle sequestration by a fibrous biological filter with a pore size of the order 10
–7

 to 10
–1

cm 

(Rubenstein and Kohl, 1977; LaBarbera, 1984; Shimeta and Jumars, 1991): (1) dead-end sieving, 

(2) direct interception, (3) inertial impaction, (4) gravitational deposition, and (5) diffusion 

deposition. Dead end sieving, in which particles larger than the filter mesh are retained in the 

buccal cavity, explains the larger planktonic prey found in mobulid guts. So, while all species 

can, and certainly do make use of sieving, the morphology and consequent fluid mechanics of 

the disparate species suggest differences in the balance of the other four methods for capturing 

smaller particles.  Increasing the success of capturing particles smaller than the filter pore relies 

heavily on amplifying the probability that particles will come close enough to the filter to be 

retained. This can happen in several ways: 1) particles passing within one particle radius of the 

fiber can be retained by a sticky surface on the filter (direct interception),  2) if the fluid 

experiences a sharp turn in its trajectory, entrained particles will deviate from the streamline due 

to inertia and may make contact with the sticky filter surface (inertial impaction), 3) particles can 

settle out of the flow and contact the filter through gravitational forces acting on the particle 

(gravitational deposition), or 4) very small particles can settle out through Brownian motion 

(diffusional deposition).  The Péclet number (Pé) is a dimensionless quantity that captures the 

ratio of advective to diffusive transport in a system.  We calculated that the Pé in mobulids 

ranges between 60-2500. This indicates that mass movement at the filter surface is primarily 

advective in nature (Pé > ~ 4); particles near the filter surface are unlikely to be caught by either 

gravitational deposition or diffusional deposition. But among the species there is a 40-fold 
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variation in Pé and this suggests that M. ergoodootenekee, M. kuhlii and M. hypostoma are far 

more likely to catch particles via diffusion than M. thurstoni, M. tarapacana, M. mobular and M. 

japanica.  We propose that the mechanisms of small particle capture occur in conjunction with a 

sticky sieve mechanism for particle retention. This leads to the prediction that mobulid filter 

surfaces contain a high concentration of mucus producing cells that coat the filter lobes for 

particle retention. 

 After capture, particles must travel from the filter to the esophagus for ingestion. Unlike 

the rakers in bony fishes, mobulid filter pads are rigid and cannot contact additional sticky 

surfaces along the arches during oropharyngeal contraction. We propose that the cilia in some 

mobulid species serves as a mechanism for particle and mucus transport. Denticles protect 

against damage of this delicate ciliated region from particles impacting the filter surface. In 

addition to ciliary transport, a second form of particle transport, cross-flow filtration, moves 

particles from the capture site to the esophagus.  Cross-flow filtration takes advantage of 

tangential sheering generated by fluid flow parallel to the surface of a filter to continuously clear 

the filter mesh (Bott et al., 2000; Sibanda et al, 2001, Hung et al, 2012). This mechanism has 

already been proposed as a biological filtration mechanism in bony filter-feeding fishes 

(Sanderson et al, 2001; Callan and Sanderson, 2003) and also in elasmobranchs (Motta et al, 

2010; Paig-Tran et al., 2011).  The Pé at the filter surface in the mobulids are high enough, 

especially in the large mobulids (Manta birostris and Mobula tarapacana), to support particle 

transport to the esophagus through cross-flow filtration. Cross-flow filtration solves two filtering 

problems: 1) clogging at the filter, which decreases permeability, increases the pressure 

differential across the filter, and changes its size selectivity; and 2) interruption of filtration 
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during filter cleaning events, which in other fishes require mouth closure and gill arch adduction 

and abduction.      

 The Reynolds number (Re) for flow entering the mouth of mobulids indicates that flow is 

turbulent and dominated by inertial forces (Re > 2000). The Re at the filter is in the transitional 

range between laminar and turbulent flow, although we predict that the flow through the filter 

pore and through the primary vanes is laminar. This could be demonstrated through modeling, 

but would be difficult to show experimentally. The Re at the filter mesh in mobulids (10-350) is 

similar to that calculated by Motta et al. (2010) (Re ~ 300) in whale sharks. In large mobulids 

(Manta, M. tarapacana, and M. japonica/ M. mobular) the total filter area is smaller than in 

Rhincodon typus [Rhincodon typus average (3 specimens) filter area = 11,303 cm
2
; TL average = 

486 cm (Motta et al. 2010), Manta (1) filter area = 2,230 cm
2
; DW = unknown, M. tarapacana 

(1) filter area = 2,670 cm
2
, DW = 301 cm].  The difference in the total size of the filter area 

reflects a difference in the amount of fluid being filtered, which is directly related to open mouth 

area and swimming speed.  Mobulids have considerably smaller gape than the filter feeding 

sharks.  Rhincodon typus had open mouth areas of 914 cm
2
 and 1724 cm

2
 – which is 84.7% of 

the total open mouth area since the animal feeds with part of its mouth above the water. Basking 

sharks have an even larger total mouth area measured at 4000 cm
2 

(Parker and Boeseman, 1954; 

Sims, 2008); nearly four times larger than whale sharks. Adult Mobula tarapacana has an 

average total open mouth area an order of magnitude smaller 57 cm
2
 (average width = 12 cm), 

and Mantas have approximately half the open area as Rhincodon typus at 406 cm
2
 for Manta 

alfredi (mouth width average = 32 cm) and 419 cm
2
 for Manta birostris (average mouth width = 

33 cm) (Marshall et al., 2009). Mantas (swimming speed = 0.68 m/s) are swimming at 

approximately 70-80% of the speed of filter feeding sharks; whale sharks = 0.99 m/s (Motta et 
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al., 2010) and basking sharks = 0.85 m/s (Sims, 2000). We can therefore calculate Mantas and 

Mobula spp. total filtration per hour (fluid flow at 90% of swimming speed x total area of mouth) 

is approximately 10.8 m
3
 hr

-1
 for M. tarapacana; 86.4 m

3
 hr

-1
 in Manta alfredi; 90 m

3
 hr

-1
 in 

Manta birostris). The filtering sharks filter between 4 to 12 times more water per hour than even 

the largest mobulids; whale sharks = 326 m
3
 hr

-1
 (Motta et al., 2010) and basking sharks = 1100 

m
3
 hr

-1
.    

The distinctive differences in the anatomy of the filtering lobes in mobulids is useful for 

taxonomic identification in the field or when identifying museum specimens. However, caution 

should be taken when using the filter plates to distinguish between certain species as some filter 

pads are almost identical (e.g. Mobula japonica and Mobula mobular). In other species, the 

anterior and posterior terminal lobes are different from one another and may resemble the 

terminal lobe of another species. This may be the case with Mobula hypostoma and Mobula 

rochebrunei (not described in this study). Unpublished specimen identification guides by 

Notarbartolo-di-Sciara and Seret describe useful morphological differences between these two 

species; however, upon our examination of M. hypostoma we found that the same morphological 

descriptions could be used when describing the differences between the anterior and posterior 

terminal lobes within this same species. The marked differences between the filtering plates of 

most species (especially in unmistakable specimens like Manta birostris, Mobula tarapacana, 

and Mobula eregoodootenke) could lead to more accurate mobulid identification in the field, 

especially in fishing operations where the branchial filters are the only remaining/available 

portion of the fish. For example, Manta and Mobula fisheries are currently on the rise in 

response to increasing demand for their gill arches (Booda, 1984; Dewar, 2002; Rubin, 2002; 

White et al., 2006a; Rajapackiam et al., 2007a; Mohanraj et al., 2009, Courier et al,, 2012) which 
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are used in the Chinese medicinal trade (IUCN, 2011). The meat is generally discarded, resulting 

in difficulty when attempting to identify to which species the filters belonged. The 

morphological descriptions provided in this manuscript can serve as a useful guide to key out 

what species an extracted branchial filter came from by identifying characteristic ascending and 

terminal filter lobes.   
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Table 3.1. Morphometrics of Mobula sp.measured from preserved museum specimens. M. 

munkiana (SIO 85-34, 85-35), M. japonica (SIO 82-9) reported in Notarbartolo-di Sciara 1987a. 

** Tail broken or not fully intact.   

Species 
M. 

kuhlii 

M. 

mobula

r 

M. 

eregoo 

M. 

hypo 

M. 

hypo 

M. 

hypo 

M. 

hypo 

M. 

hypo 

M. 

hypo 

M. 

thurstoni 

Sex M M F M M M M F M F 

Spec # 
20526

8 
37391 

17036

5 

19740

9 

20539

7 

7587

3 

7387

2 

7387

1 

7887

4 
38433-1 

Disc width 

(mm) 
779 419 722 696 705 1048 1260 1052 1105 612 

Disc 

Length 
421 233 378 301 345 602 585 614 502 344 

Anterior 

projection 
280 264 288 247 208 447 N/A 473 376 261 

Rostrum 

to P2 
406 258 399 353 386 661 693 649 527 288 

Predorsal 

length 
352 230 334 310 333 548 534 546 464 N/A 

D base 19 20 50 cut off 26 80 78 70 40 43 

D height 45 22 33 cut off 27 52 52 58 52 10 

Rostrum 

to vent 
329 200 356 301 312 481 58 475 480 302 

Tail length 620 733 551 broken 510 
172*

* 

303*

* 
56** 

138*

* 
165 

1st gill slit 42 24 28 30 42 56 59 56 53 29 

2nd gill 

slit 
39 22 31 32 41 65 68 58 55 33 

3rd gill 

slit 
40 22 35 30 40 65 66 57 56 32 

4th gill slit 38 24 32 32 39 64 65 55 53 26 

5th gill slit 30 18 26 28 29 43 51 46 41 20 

Between 

1st gill 
98 63 97 92 98 158 171 57 53 76 

Between 

5th gill 
37 27 33 22 27 44 147 46 43 25 

Rostrum 

to 1st gill 
81 55 99 79 81 132 84 127 126 67 

Rostrum 

to 5th gill 
153 102 187 161 69 275 232 261 250 N/A 

P2 length 52 39 59 48 60 112 101 117 142 54 

Tip of 

cephalic to 

mouth 

87 51 111 77 78 125 144 140 123 82 

Cephalic 

width 
52 24 50 32 33 73 49 59 40 73 
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Orbit 

height 
19 20 20 18 19 21 21 24 20 22 

B/w 

antorbitals 
123 92 85 116 90 141 150 143 128 103 

Preoral 35 20 43 27 25 46 46 42 39 26 

Tip of 

cephal to 

spiricle 

111 73 115 92 100 160 140 162 120 83 

Mouth 

width 
86 60 82 80 85 132 147 134 114 74 

Internaral 71 47 70 67 78 121 129 120 114 62 

Upper 

toothband 

length 

65 46 57 31 29 75 68 72 68 38 

Lower 

toothband 

length 

68 45 59 40 39 76 67 75 70 47 
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Table 3.2. Calculation of Re at the mouth of a fish swimming at 0.68 m/s. Estimates of flow at 

the mouth were not available for Manta birostris and Mobula tarapacana because we did not 

have morphometric data (TL, Mouth width) from these species. Q = fluid speed. 

Species 

Re x 10
4
 

100% 

(Q = 0.68 

m/s) 

Re x 10
4
 

95% 

(Q = 0.65 m/s) 

Re x 10
4
 

90% 

(Q = 0.61 m/s) 

Re x 10
4
 

85% 

(Q = 0.58 m/s) 

 

Re x 10
4
 

80% 

(Q = 0.54 

m/s) 

Manta birostris N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Mobula 

tarapacana 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Mobula 

munkiana 
2.9 2.8 2.7 2.5 2.4 
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Table 3.3. Calculations of the total filter area, the average filter pore size (>20 pore 

measurements each), and Re number at the filter pore (80% and 90% of swimming speed; 80% 

open pore area) with sensitivity analysis -70% open pore area  and 90% open pore area (at 90% 

swim speed).  

Mobula thurstoni 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.5 

Mobula 

hypostoma 
3.0 2.9 2.7 2.6 2.4 

Mobula 

japonica/mobular  
1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 

Mobula kuhlii 2.2 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.8 

Mobula 

eregoodootenke 
2.1 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.7 Species 

Calculated 

filter pad 

open area 

m
2
 

Average 

pore area 

mm
2
 (+/- 

stdev) 

Re/Pé at 

pore 

(80% 

flow 

Re/Pé at 

pore (90% 

flow 

speed) 

Re/Pé with 

70% open 

pore area 

Re/Pé 

with 90% 

open pore 

area 
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speed) 

Manta birostris 0.179 1.18 (0.29) - - -  

Mobula 

tarapacana 
0.267 3.34 (0.97 309/2232 350/2521 331/2386 

292/2104 

Mobula 

munkiana  

0.027 (+/- 

0.01) 
1.37 (0.23) 14/104 16/117 15/111 

14/98 

Mobula thurstoni 0.072 0.36 (0.11) 27/195 31/195 32/209 29/184 

Mobula 

hypostoma  

0.011(+/- 

0.004) 

3.24 (0.1) 

adult 

& 0.53 

(0.19) juv 

8/64 10/60 9/65 

8/57 

Mobula 

japonica/mobular  
0.004 

0.27 (0.07) 

juv 
30/233 34/218 32/233 

29/206 

Mobula kuhlii 0.012 0.66 (0.14) 26/201 29/118 28/201 25/177 

Mobula 

eregoodootenke 
0.006 0.99 (0.22) 20/146 23/146 22/157 

19/138 
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Figure 3.1. Manta birostris ram surface feeding in A) lateral view, B) posterior view, and C) 

anterolateral view. A) Shows the slight bow wave (BW) in front of the mouth. We have outlined 

the body of the manta. B) The posterior view shows the indentations on the dorsal surface where 

the branchial filters (BF) reside within the pharyngeal cavity. C) The antero-lateral view arrow 

shows that the mouth is not fully submerged when the animals are feeding at the surface. Two 

mantas are labeled in this photograph. All three images also illustrate how close we can 

maneuver to the animal to measure swimming speeds. D) Shows antero-lateral view of whale 

shark swimming in the same plankton bloom. Note that more of the mouth is exposed out of the 

water and there is a larger bow wave in front of the upper jaw.  
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Figure 3.2. Computed tomography scans of Mobula munkiana showing branchial filters in situ 

from (A) dorsal view (B) ventral view, (C) anterior view, (D) ventro-lateral view, (E) dorso-

lateral view, and (F) a rotated ventro-lateral view. Filter lobes are displayed in red and 

cartilaginous arch in blue. 
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Figure 3.3. The architecture of the offset gill arch in a Mobula (ventral view). (A) shows the 

orientation of the branchial gill archs: EB = epibranchial, CB = ceratobranchials. Water flows 

between the EP and CB and exits out the phayngeal cavity through the ventral gill openings. Not 

the medial EB is posterior to the medial CB. (B) The architecture of individual gill arches in 

dorsal ventral view and rotated 90 degrees. The top diagram illustrates the offset morphology of 

the branchial arches. The medial EB attaches posterior to the medial CB. The middle diagram 

shows the cartilaginous skeletal structure of the arch including the supportive branchial rays 

(BR) and the lateral stay (LS) common to myliobatoid rays (not shown in A). The bottom 

diagram illustrates the actual surface structure of the arch including the filter plates (FP) 

composed of many repeating filter lobes and the gill tissue (GT) used for respiration. 
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Figure 3.4. Gross anatomy of Mobula tarapacana gill arch with filter plates attached. A) 

Anterior view showing terminal filter lobes (TL) and Gill tissue (GT) on the epibranchial (EB) 

and ceratobranchial (CB) arch. B) Lateral view showing GT, secondary vanes (SV), posterior 

filter plates (PFP), ceratobranchial (CB), and the anterior filter plates (AFP). 
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Figure 3.5. Microstructures of Mobula filter pads. A) Denticles (D) and pulp cavities (PC) of 

Mobula munkiana, B) surface of a M. tarapacana denticle, C) micro cilia (MC), surface 

epithelium (SE), and denticle of M. tarapacana, D) microcilia M. tarapacana, E) fibrous 

connective tissue (CT) in M. kuhlii, and F) filter surface epithelium and a pulp cavity in M. 

thurstoni. 

Scale bars = 50 microns. 
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Figure 3.6. Morphology of mobulid filtering lobes in 8 species from lateral, anterior, and 

posterior perspective. 
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Figure 3.7. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the filter surface in: A) Manta birostris, B) 

Mobula tarapacana, C) Mobula munkiana, D) Mobula thurstoni, E) Mobula hypostoma, F) 

Mobula japanica, G) Mobula kuhlii, and H) Mobula eregoodootenke. PC= pulp cavity, Cil=cilia, 

SS=secondary structure, Den = denticles, SmE= smooth epithelial surface. Scalebars = 50 

microns. 
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Figure 3.8. SEM of Manta birostris filter pad. A) Surface structure showing finger-like 

projections (P) at the filter pore (FP) and B) several filter lobes illustrating the projections across 

the filter pores. Scalebars = 1 mm. 
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Figure 3.9. Surface structure of Mobula japanica (A & B) and neonatal Mobula mobular (C & 

D). A) Ascending filter lobe of M. japanica, B) surface of M. japanica is smooth (SmE), C) 

ascending filter lobe of M. mobular, and D) surface of M. mobular appears to have a secondary 

microstructure (SS). These differences may be attributed to the age of the animals sampled. 
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Figure 10. Water flow through the bucco-pharyngeal cavity. Diagrams A-D illustrate a time 

series of water flow through the bucco-pharyngeal cavity. Water moves in through the mouth 

and exits out the gill slits on the ventral surface of the ray. The branchial arch is arranged so that 

the epibranchial (EB) and ceratobranchials (CB) are slightly offset. Water passes between the 

anterior and posterior filter plates (A & P FP) located on both the upper EB and lower CB while 

food particles are retained on the filter. Water then passes though the filter’s primary and 

secondary vanes (not shown) before flowing over the gill filaments (GF) and out the gill slits. 

(A) Illustrates water as it moves though the third branchial arch. (B) Water passing the fourth 

branchial arch and anterior portion of the ceratobranchial on arch V. (C) Water moves through 

the entire bucco-phanyngeal cavity. Water pressure is higher near the first branchial arches and 

lower near the esophageal opening. Red arrows indicate a shearing force created tangential to the 

filter plates which may act as a mechanism to clear particles from the FP. (D) Indicates the 

movement of water and food particle entrapment along the filter plate of arch III. Particles are 

trapped on the filter plate likely by a combination of sieving and hydrosol filtration as the water 

flows through the FP. 
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Chapter 4: The structure of suspension feeding elasmobranch filters 

Abstract 

 The four independent evolutions of filter-feeding in the cartilaginous fishes led to four 

structurally different branchial filters.  While some filters are robust, flattened filter pads (whale 

sharks, manta rays and devil rays), others more closely resemble gill rakers in bony fishes 

(basking sharks and mega mouth sharks). We used histology and scanning electron microscopy 

to investigate the composition of the branchial filters in 12 of the 14 species of cartilaginous 

filter-feeding fishes. We hypothesized that mucus producing cells would be abundant along the 

filter epithelium and perform as a sticky mechanism to retain and transport particles to the 

esophagus. We found that 11 of the cartilaginous fishes’ branchial filters are composed of a 

hyaline cartilage core surrounded by a layer of highly organized connective tissue. In mobulids, 

the keratinized squamous epithelial tissue may contain mucus cells, denticles, and/or cilia. Whale 

sharks have loose connective tissue and a thin epithelial layer that lacks mucus cells, denticles, 

and cilia. Mega mouth sharks’ hyaline cartilage core is surrounded by a dense, organized 

connective tissue layer and a thin epithelium that is completely covered by a layer of denticles. 

Basking sharks’ filters lack a cartilaginous core and instead are composed entirely of smooth 

keratin. Mucus producing cells were present in only three of the 12 species examined which 

indicates that most cartilaginous filter-feeders do not use sticky sieving mechanisms to retain and 

transport particles.  

Key words: Branchial filter, histology, Mobula, suspension feeding   

 

Introduction 
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  Suspension feeding in the cartilaginous fishes evolved approximately 66-22 

million years ago (Cione and Reguero, 1998; Friedman et al., 2010) and includes four 

independently evolved lineages of fishes (Cetorhinidae, Megachasmidae, Rhincodontidae, and 

Mobulidae) (Sanderson and Wassersug, 1993). The mechanisms of filtration used by fishes are 

reflective of the morphology and composition of the filtering tissues. Most suspension feeding 

bony fishes have one or two rows of elongated gill rakers protruding anterolaterally (and also 

medially or posteromedially if there is a secondary row) from the epibranchial and 

ceratobranchial gill arches (Sanderson and Wassersug, 1993). The arches are composed of a 

cartilaginous or bony core covered by an epithelial layer which may contain mucus producing 

goblet cells, taste buds, and/or cuticle secreting cells (Friedland, 1985; Sibing and Uribe, 1985; 

Sanderson and Wassersug, 1993). The elongated rakers can be smooth or they may contain 

denticles or branchiospinules attached to the surface that assist with particle sequestration during 

feeding events (Collette and Nauen, 1983; Friedland, 1985; Bornbusch, 1988; Gibson, 1988; 

Sanderson et al., 1996; Ross et al., 2005).  

The cartilaginous (elasmobranch) fishes have structurally different rakers than the bony 

fishes; some do resemble a modified version of the anteriorly protruding gill raker structure of 

bony fishes (Cetorhinus maximus, Megachasma pelagios) while others are dorsoventrally 

flattened filtering pads/plates [Rhincodon typus (Motta, 2010); Mantas and Mobulas 

(Notarbartolo di-Sciara, 1987; Paig-Tran et al., 2011)].  The surface of the filter can be smooth 

and bristle-like (Cetorhinus maximus: Matthews and Parker, 1950; Paig-Tran et al., 2011) or it 

can have varying degrees of coverage by denticles (Megachasma pelagios: Oikawa and Kanda, 

1997; Rhincodon typus: Sanderson and Wassersug, 1993; Manta and Mobulids: Paig-Tran et al., 

in review).  
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Early predictions for particle capture and retention in the bony fishes speculated that 

direct sieving (collecting food particles bigger than the pore size of the filter) is the dominant 

mechanism of particle filtration (LaBarbera, 1984); however, more recent studies have shown 

that additional mechanisms including sticky sieving and cross-flow filtration may also be 

occurring in some species (Northcott and Beveridge, 1987; Goodrich et al, 2000; Callan and 

Sanderson, 2002; Smith and Sanderson, 2007).   Work by Langeland and Nøst (1995) showed 

that particles in fish guts are often smaller than the pore size of the filter and therefore, additional 

mechanisms of particle sequestration must occur besides simple direct sieving. These 

mechanisms include direct interception, inertial impaction, gravitational deposition, and 

diffusional deposition (Rubenstein and Kohl, 1977). However, these mechanisms only solve the 

problem of how a particle comes into contact with a filter fiber and neglects the mechanism for 

retention at the filter. Sanderson et al. (1996) demonstrated that in Nile Tilapia, particles hitting 

the filter are retained by adhesion to sticky surfaces (e.g. mucus entrapment). Sticky sieving 

requires an abundance of mucus producing cells along the epithelial surface of the filter.  This 

provides an adhesive coating along the filter so that any particles that come within one particle 

radius of the filter are retained. Work by Paig-Tran et al. (in review) examined the ultrastructure 

of the branchial filters in the mobulid - devil rays (Mantas and the Mobulas) and found that some 

species’ filter lobes were covered with epithelial cilia. The presence of cilia along the surface of 

the filter lobe indicated that some form of sticky sieving is likely occurring as either a 

mechanism of particle retention, or as a mechanism of transport for food particles following 

initial capture events. Verification for whether sticky sieving is actually occurring relies heavily 

on the detection of high concentrations of mucus producing cells present along the filter lobes.  
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How then are mucus laden particles transported to the esophagus for ingestion? Goodrich 

et al. (2000), Callan and Sanderson (2002), and Smith and Sanderson (2007) demonstrated that 

cross-flow filtration is used as a filter mechanism in bony fishes and Motta et al. (2010) 

predicted that whale sharks may also take advantage of cross-flow.  Cross-flow filtration makes 

use of tangential shearing to clear the filter following initial particle collection events, prevents 

clogging of the filter, and serves to move food particles toward the esophagus for ingestion.  It is 

difficult to test whether cross-flow filtration is actually occurring in the elasmobranch fishes 

since they are large bodied, fast moving fishes that are difficult to keep in aquaria.  Although 

these mechanisms are difficult to explore in situ, they have been demonstrated theoretically 

(Hung et al., 2012) and experimentally with simplistic models (Paig-Tran et al. 2011).  

The present study uses histology to examine the composition of the filter pads/rakers in 

12 of the 14 species of filter-feeding elasmobranchs: Manta birostris (Walbaum 1792), Mobula 

eregoodootenke (Cuvier, 1829), Mobula hypostoma (Bancroft 1831), Mobula japonica (Müler & 

Henle 1841), Mobula kuhlii (Valenciennes in Müller & Henle 1841), Mobula mobular 

(Bonnaterre 1788), Mobula munkiana (Notarbartolo-Di Sciara 1987), Mobula tarapacana 

(Philippi 1892), Mobula thurstoni (Lloyd 1908), Rhincodon typus (Smith, 1828), Cetorhinus 

maximus (Gunnerus, 1765), and Megachasma pelagios (Taylor et al., 1983). The aims of this 

study are: (1) to provide a clear description of the composition of the branchial filter for each 

species and (2) to verify the presence of mucus producing cells in the branchial filter epithelium -

- evidence for sticky sieving filtration. 

 

Methods and Materials 
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Specimens 

Samples of the filter pad/raker tissue were collected from preserved museum specimens 

[Smithsonian Museum of Natural History (Washington D.C., USA): Manta birostris (N =1), 

Mobula hypostoma (N= 6), Mobula eregoodootenke (N=1), Mobula mobular/M. japanica 

neonate (N=1), Mobula kuhlii (N=1); LA Natural History Museum (Los Angeles, CA, USA): 

Mobula thurstoni (N=1), Cetorhinus maximus (N=1); Scripps Institute of Oceanography SIO 

Marine Vertebrate Collection (La Jolla, CA, USA): (Mobula tarapacana (N=1), Mobula 

munkiana (N=2), Mobula thurstoni (N=1), Mobula japonica (N=1), Rhincodon typus neonate 

(N=2), Megachasma pelagios (N=1); R. Rubin: Manta birostris (N=1) ].  Manta alfredi and 

Mobula rochebrunei were not available for this study. 

In Manta and Mobula spp., we excised the right, third branchial arch through the third 

gill slit following methods described by Paig-Tran et al. (in review). In Rhincodon typus, a 1cm x 

1cm subsection was extracted orally from the right, third filter pad. All specimens were wrapped 

in ethanol soaked cheesecloth, sealed, and sent to the University of California, Irvine for 

histology and the University of Washington for SEM. In Megachasma pelagios, the entire right 

gill structure (arch 1-5) was removed from a thawed specimen at Scripps Institute of 

Oceanography, preserved in 10% neutrally buffered formalin, stored in 70% ethanol, and only 

rakers extracted from the third branchial arch were analyzed using histology and SEM. 

Cetorhinus maximus gill rakers were already extracted from the arch and stored as dried samples 

at the LA Natural History Museum.  We were unable to verify which arch the rakers were 

originally extracted from.  

Histology Preparation 
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Specimens were dehydrated using one of the following treatments over 48 hours: 1) an 

ascending ethanol dehydration series to 100% (Manta birostris, Mobula tarapacana, Mobula 

thurstoni), or 2) an ascending t-butyl alcohol dehydration series (all remaining specimens).  

Following dehydration, samples were infiltrated three times (3 hr per infiltration, at 60°C, 

-25 Pa) with hard paraffin (Paraplast type I melting point 55-57°C, Richard-Allen Scientific, 

Kalamazoo, MI, USA), embedded, and sectioned transversely at 10 µm (Manta birostris and 

Mobula tarapacana) for large samples or 5 µm for smaller samples using disposable blades on a 

manual rotary microtome (model 815; American Optical Company, Buffalo, NY, USA).  Manta 

birostris and Mobula tarapacana specimens were large and required an additional treatment to 

soften the specimen prior to sectioning. These embedded samples were soaked for 30 min in 

Nair
TM

 Hair Removal (Church and Dwight Co, INC, Princeton, NJ, USA) after every 10 sections 

to reduce tissue separation from the paraffin during sectioning.  Serial sections were mounted, 

dried for 1 week, and alternately stained with Harris Hematoxylin (Mallory, 1944) and Eosin 

(Putt, 1948) stain, Dane’s stain (Dane and Herman, 1963), and a modified version of Masson’s 

Trichrome (Gurr, 1956). Hematoxylin and Eosin stain is a general stain used for visualizing 

tissue samples.  Dane’s stain is used to visualize prekeratin (orange), keratin (red), and 

mucopolysaccharides (turquoise). Masson’s trichrome is useful when visualizing collagen (blue-

green), mucus (blue-green), nuclei (blue to black), and cytoplasmic elements (red/mauve).  

Histology slides were viewed using a Zeiss steREO Discovery V20 microscope (Carl 

Zeiss Imaging Gmbh, Jena, Germany) using the microscope imaging program Axio Vision (Carl 

Zeiss) and photographed using a Zeiss Axiocam HRC camera. Images were viewed and 

measured using NIH Image J software (version 1.4, http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). 

http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/
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Scanning Electron Microscopy 

 We performed scanning electron microscopy (SEMs) on the three shark species 

(Megachasma pelagios, Rhincodon typus, and Cetorhinus maximus). In depth SEMs for Mobula 

can be found in Paig-Tran et al. (in review).  Samples of M. pelagios and R. typus filter 

pads/rakers were dehydrated into 100% ethanol over a 48 hour period.  The samples were then 

critically point dried (Samdri 790, Tousimis Research Corp, Rockville, MD, USA) using a liquid 

CO2 method, sputter coated (SPI Sputter 12121, SPI Supplies/Structure Pro, Inc, West Chester, 

PA, USA), and scanned using a bench top scanning electron microscope (Jeol Neoscope JCM-

5000, Tokyo, Japan). Cetorhinus maximus rakers were not dehydrated or critically point dried; 

however, they were sputter coated prior to scanning. We photographed the ultrastructure for the 

three species of sharks and used NIH Image J software (version 1.4, http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) to 

measure the pore size in neonatal R. typus filter pads.  

Results 

General Filter Structure in Mobulids 

 Mobulid filter pads are different from both the gill rakers in bony fishes and from the gill 

rakers and flattened filter pads filter-feeding sharks (Paig-Tran et al., in review). The branchial 

arch is cartilaginous and covered by modified filter structures (filter lobes) that are attached to 

the anterior and posterior epibranchial and ceratobranchial arches. The arches are offset from one 

another so that the medial epibranchial arch attaches posterior to the medial ceratobranchial 

attachment. The filter structures run along the length of the arch and are composed of ascending 

rows of individual filtering lobes (AL) ending in a terminal lobe (TL) (Figure 4.1A).  The 

innermost skeletal support system runs the length of the lobe and is composed of a central 

http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/
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hyaline cartilaginous core that branches into paired filtering lobes (4.1B & 4.1C). The hyaline 

cartilage skeleton is surrounded by a well-defined perichondrium (P).  Lacunae (spaces 

surrounding the chondrocytes) are visible throughout and are a product of histological slide 

preparation.    

 Surrounding the cartilaginous core is a highly regular, connective collagenous tissue 

which can either be dense (DCT) or loose (LCT) (Figure 4.1D).  The connective tissues in the 

medial portion of the filter lobe (near the central ascending ridge) contain blood vessels (Ves) 

supplying the filter lobe tissues. The epithelial layer is substantial and is composed of stratified 

squamous keratinized epithelium (SQET) (Figure 4.1E); not all of the epithelial cells contact the 

basement membrane and in some areas the cells are several layers thick. In some mobulids there 

is a layer of cilia lining the outermost epithelium (Cil). Goblet (mucus producing) cells occur in 

abundance within the epithelial layer (MC) (Figure 4.1B & 4.1F) and in some, denticles are also 

present within the epithelial layer (Dent). The terminal filtering lobes are rounded or lancelet. 

The distal edge contains the highest concentration of mucus producing cells (Figure 4.2) and the 

epithelial tissue at the distal lobe is thick. 

 The tissue surrounding the hyaline cartilage can be either dense connective collagenous 

tissue or loose connective tissue, is highly organized/structured, and is birefringent under cross 

polarized light. Here we have shown the birefringence in our largest Mobula filter pad specimen: 

Mobula tarapacana (Figure 4.3A-4.3C). A series of photographs under differing degrees of 

polarization in Mobula tarapacana illustrates the fiber angles of the connective tissue under a 

polarizing lens at 4x magnification, under partial cross polarization, and under cross polarization.  
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Individual mobulids 

 Manta birostris is the largest of the mobulids and has one of the most distinctive filtering 

pads. Adjacent ascending lobes are fused together and there are characteristic finger-like 

projections extending from the ventral portion of the lobe across the filter pore (Figure 4.4A), 

which effectively decreases the diameter of the filter pore opening. The hyaline cartilage is 

surrounded by ordered loose connective tissue; no dense connective tissue is present. The 

epithelium in M. birostris is highly keratinized and includes dermal denticles along the dorsal 

and ventral portion of the filter lobes. Mucus producing cells are not evident within the 

epithelium. The dorsal epithelium is substantially thicker (90-170 µm) than the ventral 

epithelium (25-35 µm).  

 Mobula tarapacana’s filter pad is also highly distinctive from all other Mobulas. The 

ascending lobes also are fused together so that the epithelial tissue and dense connective tissue 

from adjacent lobes are connected to each other, forming a more rigid filter plate (Figure 4.5). 

Although close in filter lobe size, it is easy to distinguish between Manta birostris and Mobula 

tarapacana filter pads because M. tarapacana lacks the finger-like projections seen in M. 

birostris.  M. tarapacana is highly ciliated, has one of the thickest layers of stratified squamous 

epithelium (80-125 µm dorsal lobe and 50-80 µm ventral lobe), and includes both mucus 

producing cells and denticles along the dorsal and ventral portion of the filter lobes.  

 Mobula munkiana is denticulated along the medial dorsal filter lobe with a high presence 

of mucus producing cells along the entire epithelial layer; the epithelium lacks cilia (Figure 4.6). 

The epithelium is the thickest of all the mobulids and is substantially thicker on the dorsal 

surface (88-178 µm) and on the lateral edges of the filtering lobe (~260 µm) than on the ventral 

surface (35-50 µm).  A layer of loose connective tissue surrounds the hyaline cartilage core.  
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 Mobula thurstoni is highly denticulated along the dorsal and ventral lobe however this is 

difficult to determine in our samples; however it is well documented under scanning electron 

microscopy Paig-Tran et al., in review). The connective tissue surrounding the hyaline cartilage 

is loose and forms a connective sheath between the ascending lobes (Figure 4.7).  We could not 

determine the presence of mucus producing cells along the epithelial surface. The dorsal 

epithelium is between 40-70 µm thick while the ventral epithelium is 19-30 µm thick. 

 Mobula hypostoma has the greatest number of denticles along the dorsal and ventral 

surface of the filter plate per unit area and is easily recognized by its rough exterior.  The DCT 

was approximately 30-80 µm thick. There is a substantial loose connective tissue layer in M. 

hypostoma  forming a connective sheath between the ascending lobes (Figure 4.8) which is 

between 50-240 µm thick on the ventral surface. The epithelium is thin in comparison to M. 

tarapacana (13-17 µm). 

 Mobula japonica/Mobula mobular (juvenile) is lacking in denticles and cilia; however, 

the squamous epithelial tissue is highly keratinous (Figure 4.9). The epithelial tissue is thickest in 

between adjacent filtering lobes (120-145 µm) and thinner at the filter lobe tip (~30 µm). The 

hyaline cartilage is surrounded by a thick layer of dense connective tissue. There are no visible 

mucus producing cells along the epithelial surface.  

 Mobula kuhlii lacks denticles, but has cilia along the surface epithelium. Mucus 

producing cells are abundant, especially near the medial edge of the pore where tissue in-folds 

(Figure 4.10). Loose connective tissue surrounds the hyaline cartilage. The squamous epithelium 

is thickest near the pore opening (88-166 µm) and thinnest near the lateral lobe edge (19-25 µm) 

and on the ventral surface (56-60 µm).  
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 Mobula eregoodootenke has another highly distinctive filter. The ascending lobes are few 

(approximately 4 paired lobes) and lobes are pliable unlike the rigid lobes of other Mobulas. 

Loose connective tissue surrounds the hyaline cartilage (Figure 4.11) and is between 65-88 µm 

thick. M. eregoodootenke lacks denticles and cilia.  The epithelial layer is thin (33 µm) yet 

highly keratinized. The cartilaginous core is between 122-167 µm in thickness. 

Sharks 

The filter lobe of Rhincodon typus, whale shark, closely resembles the filter lobe 

structure of the mobulids. The gross morphology of Rhincodon typus flattened filter pad has been 

previously described by Motta et al. (2010). Upon close examination, the pad is similar to that of 

mobulids in that there are repeating filtering elements that are composed of a central ascending 

core which branches into paired, secondarily branching filtering lobes forming a filter “mesh” 

(Figure 4.12A and 4.12B). In our specimen (juvenile) the filter pad is composed primarily of 

hyaline cartilage (Figure 12C). The connective tissue surrounding the cartilage is loose and the 

epithelium is also thin with no apparent mucus producing cells present.  

 Megachasma pelagios has a filter that more closely resembles the rakers of bony fishes 

than the flattened filtering pads of the mobulids and Rhincodon typus. The filter is composed of 

many repeating denticulated rakers (Figure 4.13A & 4.13B). The modified rakers are composed 

of a hyaline cartilage core surrounded by a dense connective tissue and a thin epithelial covering 

(Figure 4.13C-E).  

 Cetorhinus maximus has a smooth keratinous bristle like structure described by Matthews 

and Parker (1954) and Sims (2008). The rakers lack any type of denticulation, cilia, or mucus 

cells (Figure 4.14). Unlike the other filter feeding cartilaginous fishes, Cetorhinus rakers do not 
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have a cartilaginous skeleton.   The medial edge of the raker that connects to the epithelium 

along the branchial arch is curved while the distal portion of the raker becomes more narrowed 

as it extends away from the arch. 

 

Discussion 

 We proposed that the filter-feeding cartilaginous fishes use sticky sieving to retain food 

particles along their branchial filters prior to particle transport to the esophagus. However, we 

only verified that mucus producing cells are present along the ascending filter lobes in 3 of the 

12 species examined. This means that the majority of the suspension feeding cartilaginous fishes 

do not use a sticky sieving mechanism to retain and transport particles along the filter following 

initial collection events. How then are particles 1) separated from the fluid streamline and 2) 

transferred to the esophagus for ingestion when there are no sticky surfaces for particles to 

adhere to?  

The possible mechanisms by which particles come into contact with a filter fiber 

(Rubenstein and Kohl; 1977; LaBarbera, 1984; Shimeta and Jumars, 1991) predicted that fishes 

primarily use sieving mechanisms to filter particles from the fluid streamline. Recent work  

(Goodrich et al., 2000, Friedland et al., 2006; Smith and Sanderson, 2007) demonstrated 

experimentally that direct sieving is not the only mechanism for particle sequestration and that 

particles smaller than the pore size of the filter are also ingested.  Paig-Tran et al. (in review) 

showed that in the devil rays, low Reynolds numbers (dimensionless number used to illustrate 

the ratio of inertial to viscous forces) and high Péclet numbers (dimensionless number used to 

illustrate the ratio of advective to diffusive forces) at the surface of the filter create ideal 
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conditions for particles (both larger and smaller than the pore size) to contact the filter via three 

mechanisms: direct sieving, inertial impaction, or direct interception. Some fishes make use of 

sticky mechanisms along the branchial filter to retain food particles smaller than the filter 

(Northcott and Beveridge, 1988; Sanderson et al., 1996). The presence of mucus producing cells 

along the filter lobe supports sticky sieving as a likely mechanism of particle retention and 

transport to the esophagus in Mobula tarapacana, Mobula munkiana, and Mobula kuhlii. 

However, the mobulids that lack mucus cells must employ other mechanisms. Cross-flow 

filtration may serve to circumvent the need for retaining particles along adhesive surfaces by 

making use of tangential sheering parallel to the filter surface to push particles from the filter 

elements toward the esophagus for ingestion.  

It is interesting to note that the whale shark and the devil ray lineages evolved filter-

feeding separately yet both make use of a modified, flattened filter pad structure and are likely 

using cross-flow as a means of transporting particles to the esophagus. Despite obvious 

differences between the branchial arches in these two lineages of fishes [e.g. Mantas and 

Mobulas have offset epibranchial and ceratobranchial arches that form a twisted arch structure 

(Paig-Tran et al., 2011, Paig-Tran et al., in review) while whale sharks display the more 

characteristic c-shaped branchial arches seen in most fishes (Motta et al. 2011; Paig-Tran et al. 

2011)] the basic structures of the filter pads are similar.  The devil rays have numerous, repeating 

rows of elongated, paired filter lobes that end in a rounded, terminal lobe at the edge of the 

branchial arch (Notarbartolo di Sciara, 1987; Paig-Tran et al. in review). Each filter lobe is 

attached to the arch by a cartilaginous support structure and the open area between these supports 

forms the secondary vanes, channels through which water passes from the filter pore to the gill 

tissue. Whale sharks also have numerous repeating filter lobe rows which contact the adjacent 
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rows, in turn forming a “reticulated mesh” for filtering (Motta et al., 2010). Each of these filter 

rows is also supported by cartilaginous support structures which, as in the mobulids, connect the 

filter to the branchial arch. Once again, the spaces between these support structures form a series 

of secondary vanes through which water is tunneled toward the gill tissue.  The bucopharyngeal 

length and filter morphology in these two lineages are easily compared to the flattened, 

permeable filter mesh used in industrial cross-flow filter systems.  When whale sharks and  

mobulids feed, the rakers along the arches are positioned such that the bucopharyngeal cavity 

resembles an elongated “pipe” lined by numerous flattened filter structures. Water deviates from 

the initial incoming streamline to exit through the filter pores, leaving behind a slurry of food 

particles which must then make use of cross-flow to travel to the esophagus for processing.   

The filter pads in whale sharks and devil rays are very different from the architecture of 

the two lamniform lineages (basking sharks and mega mouth sharks) of filter-feeding sharks and 

also that of bony fishes. The rakers in these sharks extend off the epibranchial and 

ceratobranchial arches and project anterolaterally into the buccopharyngeal cavity (i.e. oriented 

towards the incoming flow). The mega mouth’s rakers are shortened and robust, composed of a 

hyaline cartilage core, and externally covered with denticles while the basking shark’s rakers are 

elongated and brittle, smooth, and composed entirely of keratin.  However, these two sharks do 

have very different feeding modalities and likely use their rakers in differing ways. Basking 

sharks are continuous ram suspension feeders; like the devil rays, these sharks swim with an 

open mouth continuously filtering plankton (Sims, 2000). Presumably basking sharks are using 

direct sieving, inertial impaction, and/or direct interception to capture their prey along their 

elongated, keratinous rakers; however, once again there are no mucus producing cells along the 

length of the filtering elements to help retain and transfer food particles following capture events. 
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It is entirely possible that cross-flow filtration also plays a role in basking shark filtration.  The 

mega mouth shark uses engulfment feeding to capture its prey; a feeding mode more similar to 

that of the balaenopterid whales than any of the other suspension feeding sharks (Nakaya et al. 

2008). This mode relies on rapid expansion of the buccopharyngeal cavity to hold large 

quantities of water prior to closing the system and processing the water through the filtering 

elements. Once again, there are no discernible mucus producing cells along the mega mouth 

shark’s filtering elements. However, the irregular flow through the buccopharyngeal cavity 

would not support cross-flow as a means of clearing the filter.  The mega mouth does have a 

large fleshy tongue that may aid in clearing the filter following water expulsion. 

When comparing other feeding parameters, we find that the gill openings in the mega 

mouth shark are only ¼ to 1/3 the size of basking sharks (Nakaya et al. 2008) measuring 4-6% of 

the total length (TL) in mega mouth (Taylor et al., 1983; Berra & Hutchins, 1990; Nakaya et al., 

1997; Yano et al., 1999) compared to 15-20% TL in basking sharks (Bigelow & Schroeder, 

1948; Bass et al., 1975). However, mega mouth has the longest buccopharyngeal cavity of all the 

filter-feeding sharks (mega mouth ~24-29% of the TL; basking shark ~ 16-18% of the TL; whale 

shark ~ 18-25% of the TL) (Nakaya et al., 2008). What then is the benefit for an animal to have 

such small gill slits when processing large volumes of water during each feeding event? 

Presumably, the short gill slits in mega mouth act as a Hagen-Poiseuille flow restricting system, 

dropping the speed of the fluid as it exits out the gill slits and allowing for food particles to stay 

in contact with the filtering elements for longer periods of time. Using the morphometrics 

reported in Taylor et al. (1983) and Nakaya et al. (2008), the extended gape of a mega mouth 

while feeding is approximately 18.5% of its TL (TL 5440 mm; 1006 mm mouth width and 700 

mm mouth height ; gape area = 704,200 mm
2
 in the reported specimen).  In order for the inlet 
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and outlet flow to be equal, we would assume that the outlet must be the same area as the inlet 

(disregarding the addition of gill rakers and any pressure drops thus associated). We can 

calculate the width size that the gill slits must be in order for the “pipe” to have the same inlet 

and outlet flows.  By assuming that the heights of the gill slits are constant at 6% of the TL (or 

326.4 mm in a 5440 mm TL fish) then we calculate that the width of each gill slit must be equal 

to 21.6 mm.  However, this would only hold true if mega mouth shark was a continuous ram 

filter feeder, not an engulfment feeder. In this case the initial intake of water is much larger, 

spanning the entire buccopharyngeal cavity. Nakaya et al. (2008) calculated that the entire area 

of the buccopharyngeal chamber can hold 565 liters (or 565,000,000 mm
2
) – hence the outlet 

(total area = 704,200 mm
2
) would be far too small to process such a large volume of water 

without restricting the exiting flow considerably.   
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Figure 4.1. Generalized Mobula filter lobe. A) Illustrates one ascending filter lobe (AL) ending 

in the terminal lobe (TL). Each paired filtering lobe has a dorsal surface, which forms the bottom 

edge of the filter pore opening, and a ventral surface, which forms the top of the filter pore 

opening. B-F) Illustrates the composition of the filter lobe. The central support system is 

composed of hyaline cartilage (HC). Organized connective tissue (CT) surrounds the cartilage 

and can be either loose or dense in consistency. The keratinized epithelium is composed of many 

layers of stratified squamous cells (SQET). The epithelium may contain mucus producing goblet 

cells (MC) and/or denticles (not shown) that extend out into the filter pore. 
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Figure 4.2.  Mucus producing cells in the terminal lobe. The terminal lobe of the filter lobe (M. 

kuhlii shown stained with Dane’s stain) is supported by two cartilaginous supports (HC) with a 

dense layer of connective tissue (CT) in between. The keratinized epithelium is the thickest at the 

distal edge of the terminal lobe and is often covered by an abundance of mucus cells (MC).  
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Figure 4.3. Birefringence in Mobula tarapacana. A) Two adjacent ascending filter lobes 

connected by epithelial tissue under a polarized lens. The connective tissue surrounding the 

hyaline cartilage is visible. (Masson’s Trichrome stain) B) The same tissue under partial cross 

polarization. The connective tissue begins to fluoresce. C) Tissue under cross polarization. The 

connective tissue fluoresces illustrating the highly organized structure.  
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Figure 4.4. Manta birostris filter. Manta birostris lacks the paired lobe architecture. Instead the 

ascending lobes are continuous and there are finger-like, cartilaginous projections that extend 

down from the ventral lobe into the filter pore.  The general composition of the lobe is the same 

as the Mobulas: cartilage core, loose connective tissue surrounding the cartilage, and a 

keratinized epithelium. Manta birostris lacks mucus producing cells, but does have denticles 

along the dorsal and ventral surface.  The epithelium is much thicker on the dorsal side of the 

filter lobe than on the ventral side. Stains = C. Hematoxylin and Eosin, B. Dane’s, C. Masson’s 

Trichrome.  
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Figure 4.5. Mobula tarapacana filter lobes. Mobula tarapacana is the only Mobula with adjacent 

filter lobes fused by dense connective tissue and epithelial tissue. The keratinized epithelium is 

approximately the same thickness on the dorsal and ventral surface. Mucus cells and denticles 

are present within the epithelium.  This is one of two Mobula species that has a well-defined cilia 

layer.  Stains = C. Hematoxylin and Eosin, B. Dane’s, C. Masson’s Trichrome.  
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Figure 4.6. Mobula munkiana filter lobes. Mobula munkiana has a thicker dorsal lobe epithelium 

compared to the ventral lobe. However, the lobe does not appear to be as highly keratinous as 

other Mobulas. Both mucus cells and denticles are present along the dorsal and ventral surfaces. 

Stains = C. Hematoxylin and Eosin, B. Dane’s, C. Masson’s Trichrome. 
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Figure 4.7. Mobula thurstoni filter lobes. Mobula thurstoni has a highly keratinous epithelium. 

Denticles are present; however, we did not detect the presence of mucus producing cells. The 

connective tissue surrounding the hyaline cartilage is very loose and thin. Stains = C. 

Hematoxylin and Eosin, B. Dane’s, C. Masson’s Trichrome. 
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Figure 4.8. Mobula hypostoma filter lobes. Mobula hypostoma has both a dense layer of 

connective tissue surrounding the hyaline cartilage and also a loose layer of connective tissue 

surrounding the dense layer. The epithelium is thin. Denticles are abundant in M. hypostoma 

although they are not present on this particular slide. We did not detect the presence of mucus 

cells. Stains = C. Hematoxylin and Eosin, B. Dane’s, C. Masson’s Trichrome. 
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Figure 4.9. Mobula mobular (Mobula japonica) filter lobes. Mobula mobular has a highly 

keratinized epithelium that lacks denticles and mucus cells. The epithelium is thickest between 

two adjacent lobes (along the medial edge of the filter pore). Stains = C. Hematoxylin and Eosin, 

B. Dane’s, C. Masson’s Trichrome. 
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Figure 4.10. Mobula kuhlii filter lobes. Mobula kuhlii is the second Mobula containing cilia. The 

epithelium is thicker on the dorsal surface than on the ventral surface and mucus producing cells 

are found on both surfaces. Stains = C. Hematoxylin and Eosin, B. Dane’s, C. Masson’s 

Trichrome. 
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Figure 4.11. Mobula eregoodootenke filter lobes. Mobula eregoodootenke has distinctive filter 

lobes compared to other Mobula. The keratinous epithelium lacks denticles and mucus producing 

cells. Stains = C. Hematoxylin and Eosin, B. Dane’s, C. Masson’s Trichrome. 
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Figure 4.12. Rhincdon typus filter. Rhincodon typus is composed of a central cartilaginous 

skeleton with sets of paired filter lobes branching off the main skeletal support (A & B). The 

connective tissue surrounding the hyaline cartilage is loose and the epithelium is very thin 

compared to the mobulids (C & D).  We did not detect the presence of mucus cells or denticles 

along the filter. Stain = Hematoxylin and Eosin.  
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Figure 4.13. Megachasma pelagios rakers. Megachasma pelagios has rakers that more closely 

resemble gill rakers in bony fishes than the filter pads in the mobulids and whale shark. The 

rakers are completely covered by overlapping denticles (B). The raker core is hyaline cartilage 

surrounded by a dense connective tissue and a thin epithelium (C-E). Stains = D. Hematoxylin 

and Eosin and F. Masson’s Trichrome. 
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Figure 14. Cetorhinus maximus rakers. Cetrohinus maximus rakers are long and keratinous with 

no trace of a cartilage core. The medial edge of the raker is curved while the distal edge narrows 

into a point. The entire length of the ascending raker is smooth.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 We have used an integrative approach that includes live performance data, physical 

modeling, gross dissections, computed tomography, scanning electron microscopy, and histology 

to explore the links between filter morphology and filtration performance in the suspension 

feeding elasmobranch fishes. Our approach circumvents the major challenges of determining the 

modes of filtration in the mega-planktivores in situ because 1) we are not limited geographically, 

or by the feeding schedules of live animals, 2) we can explore the filtering elements up close 

with gross dissections and under microscopy, and 3) we can model the elements so that we can 

explore the mechanisms of particle capture at a smaller scale.   

 This study has yielded key findings toward the filtration modes and structure of the filter 

mechanism in the elasmobranchs. First, live performance data has shown that different species 

feeding in the same plankton blooms do so at differing speeds. Presumably they are targeting 

different sizes and types of plankton.  By creating physical models of whale sharks, we have 

shown that the swimming speed and morphology of the buccopharyngeal cavity are intimately 

connected with the size of food particles being collected (Chapter 2).  It is therefore possible, that 

the same shark could potentially feed in the exact same plankton bloom at different speeds and 

catch different sizes/types of plankton. Along those lines, two elasmobranchs with differing filter 

anatomy may feed in the same bloom and target different sizes/types of prey as well.  

 The structure of the filter is different in each lineage of elasmobranch (Chapters 3 and 4). 

The devil rays have a very different filter structure from any of the filtering sharks. The branchial 

arch is not only twisted so that the epibranchial and ceratobranchial arches are slightly offset, but 

the filter itself is structured so that it is composed of numerous repeating filter lobes along the 

anterior and posterior arch (Chapter 3).  Filter lobes from each species are easily identified by the 
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shape of the ascending and, more importantly, the terminal lobes. Caution must be taken to 

correctly identify between species as the anterior and posterior lobes on a single arch may look 

very different and may even resemble different species. The ultrastructure of the filter may be 

smooth or covered with a layer of cilia. Denticles are present along the filter lobes in some 

species.  In contrast to the off-set arch of the devil rays, the filtering sharks have the typical c-

shaped arches seen in other fishes. The basking sharks have elongated, bristle-like keratinous 

rakers that resemble the baleen in whales (Chapter 4). The megamouth rakers are numerous and 

completely covered by denticles. Whale sharks filter is flattened and composed of many parallel 

rows referred to as reticulated mesh (Motta et al., 2010). The whale shark’s filter is perhaps the 

most similar to the devil rays in that the filter mesh does not project into the buccopharyngeal 

cavity.  

 The branchial filter in devil rays is composed of a hyaline cartilage skeleton surrounded 

by a layer of loose or dense connective tissue and squamous epithelial layer. Three of the ten 

species of devil ray contain a large amount of mucus producing cells along the ascending filter 

lobes – evidence of sticky filtration. However, the other seven species do not appear to have 

mucus producing cells along the filter lobes and must therefore use another mode of particle 

capture and for transport to the esophagus.  With the exception of basking sharks, the other 

sharks’ filters are also composed of a hyaline cartilage core surrounded by a thin layer of 

connective tissue and a thin epithelium. Once again mucus producing cells are not present.  The 

absence of mucus producing cells along the filter supports cross-flow filtration as the dominant 

mode of particle sequestration.  
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